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FORM N. 57 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. S. Aldewereld DATE: October 31, 1960

FROM: A. D. Spottswood

SUBJECT: U.N. Conference on New Sources of Energy

I read the Information BuLletin on the initial organisational
arrangements for the U.N. Conference on New Sources of Energy to be
held in Italy from August 21 - 31, 1961. The purpose of the Conference
will be devoted, according to the Bulletin, solely to the exchange of
ideas and experience in the application of solar energy, wind power
and geothermal energy. Attendance at the Conference will be by invita-
tion only; invitees will participate in their individual and personal
capacities and not as representatives of international, governmental
or non-governmental organizations.

Since we do not have on our staff anyone qualified to contribute
knowledge or experience about solar energy, wind power or geothermal
energy, and since these sources of energy, with the possible exception
of geothermal energy, are still largely experimental, I do not see
much justification for the Bank to be represented at the meeting.

While there has been some interest expressed in development of
geothermal energy in a few of our member countries, nothing very
tangible has been developed in the way of projects in these countries
nor is the Bank likely to be asked to consider such projects except
perhaps in Iceland. Iceland has submitted to the Bank a rather pre-
liminary program for expansion of the facilities for heating Reykjavik
from geothermal sources. If the Bank decides to consider this project
it would come up for appraisal before the meeting in Italy in August 1961.

I therefore recommend that we not participate in the U.N. Conference
on New Sources of Energy.

ADS:bli



September 7, 1960

Your Ret: 80 244(31)

Mr. C. V. Narasimhon
Under-Secretary for Special

Political Affairs
United Nations
New York 17, N.Y.

Dlear Sir:

On behalf of Mr. BlafI ish to acknowledge receipt
of your letter of August 29 1960, drawing the Bank's attention
to the resolution adopted by the Economic and Social Council on
July 25, 1960, regarding measures directed towards the advance-
ment of women, particularly in the under-developed countries.

In reply to your inquiry I wish to inform you, on behalf
of the International Bank, that we have no program on activities
directed towards this objective and therefore do not have any
suggestions to offer in this field.

Sincerely your*,

Knrique Lopes-Herrarte
Liaison Offioer

Technical Assistance and planning Staff

ELHsaa



UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES

NEW YORK

ANLE A0MK8 -U ' UNATIONE NEWYORK * ADRKUUE T-LEURAPMIUUE

F H SO 244(11) 29 August 1960

Dear Mr. Black,

..... I wish to. draw your attention to the attached resolution, adopted

by the Economic and Social Council on 25 July 1960.

The Secretary-General would be grateful if you would communicate

to him all available information concerning the various programse

and activities of your organization directed towards the advancement

of women, particularly in the under-developed countries. He would

also appreciate any suggestions which you may wish to make concerning

the need for, and the possibilities of, any further action specially

directed to this end, including any ideas and suggestions which may

be based on the experience gained by experts or other personnel of

your organization, working in the field.

In order to enable the Secretariat to undertake the study without

too much delay, I would be thankful for a reply at your earliest

convenience.

Yours sincerely,

C .,\J, j\ c\/\.-it.
C.V. Narasimhan

Under-Secretary for
Special Political Affairs

Mr. Eugene R. Black
President
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development

1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington 25, D.C.



ANNEX

Resolution 771 H (HI) of 25 July 1960

UNITED NATIONS ASSISTANCE F)R THE ADVANCEMENT OF WOMEN
IN UNDER-IEVEILPED COUNTRIES

The Economic and Social Council,
Recalling that the principle of the equality of rights of men and women is

set forth in the Charter of the United Nations and in the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights, and that the effective realization of this principle is a goal
of the international comaunity as a whole,

Considering that such realization depends everywhere not only on the will
of the public authorities but also on the economic means which countries have

at their disposal,

Considering that the economically under-developed countries are generally
those which have the least resources and must make the greatest efforts towards
the realization of this principle,

Recognizing, however, that the efforts which these countries make do not

meet their needs in this particular field, despite the valuable assistance which

they receive either through bilateral agreements or from the United Nations and

the specialized agencies,

Recognizing that such a situation creates a serious obstacle to the advance-

ment of women in these countries,
Recognizing that further study by the United Nations and the specialized

agencies would be desirable in this field,
1. Requests the Secretary-General to study, in co-operation with

Governments of Member States and the specialized agencies, the need for and

possibilities of further United Nations assistance especially directed towards

the efforts of under-developed countries to advance the status of women;

2. Invites Member States to assist the Secretary-General in undertaking

and completing this study;

3. Requests the Secretary-General to report on the results of his study

to the Council and to the General Assembly at a later session.
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Mr. Death Joau 13, 1960

Enwique Lopes a-Maarte

YCosOC - 30th Session

The secrtary-General of the United Nations suggested to the
members of FCOSOC at the end of the 28th seasian (Deomber 1959) that
they shomld be represented during pat of the 30th Session of the
Council by high ranking officials of minist ial level.

All nembars of FOC accepted the ide. in principle but up
to date only ?r. Dillon, Under-Secretary of Stat. of the U.S. has
agreed to be present. However, the U.K., France, the betherlande
and the U.c.9.H. have indicated informally that they will also send
high raiking representatives to this mwtiang. Tneir appearane is
scheduled for July 11-14 to coincide with the genaral discuasion an
the World Fconmld Survey.

I understand, also, that Mr. Jacobeson of the W$ is going
to attend these metings because he suggasted to the becretary-Gneral
that perhvne it right be a eood idea for hiM to be Preant.

It ia not anticipated that any awntous decisions or even
any high level dicoussioins will take place. The ondy reason for
this type of meeting is a feeble attempt to give a shot ir the ars
to this dacad.trt body.

ELRseM



Juan 9, 1960

Ar. Martin Hln
Deputy Under-Beoretary for

Szonomic and Social Arrairs
United Nations
Nw York 17, N.Y.

Dear r. Hills

I wish to acknowledge receipt of your letter of Juww 3,
196J, to ,r. lack, with which you were kind enough to send to
the Bank a copy of the text of the report of the Secretary-
General on "pportwitie. for International Cooperation on F*-
half of Newly Independent 3ountries," as well as a draft for
an addendum to that report to cover activities of the special-
ized agencies.

-I have no orwnts on the draft addendum enclosed
with your letter. We have already sent to ''r. Sinber material
relating to the Bank and IC for inalusion in this addenda.

RIC H. Doth
- ietor

TechnIcal Azdstanm and Plaang Staff



Juno 8. 1960

Your :eft ZC 243/2 (1)

Mr. Martin Hill
Deputy Under-Sewretry for

Economic and Social Affairs
United Nations
New York 17, N..

Dear Mr. Rills

Inter-A!aga Copperatil on Econoic 01100

I wish to refer to our letter dated MW' 31, 1960, infas-
ing Yw that the Bonk will be glad to be repremsnted at the13tw4-Ageny neeting on projections to be held in Osmeva dr41gthe woek O0 *Im July 4.

Mr. Dragowaxv Avromvic, of the Benk's Ieanomi Staff,has bes designated to atteMd this meetitg and it vmaid be
qpprestIAd if 41W papers pertaining to thm ineting could besent directly to him.

Simrmly your ,

Ezriqu Lopea-Herrarts
Liaison Offier

TOcnhiol Assistane and Flanuing Staff

ocs r. Avravviao

axiomn



UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES

NEW YORK

CABLE ADDRES UNATIONS NEWYORK *AORESE -rLEGRAPHIQUE

FILENO.:3 June 1960

Dear Mr. Black,

The main body of the report of the Secretary-General on
"Opportunities for International Cooperation on Behalf of Newly
Independent Countries", which has only just been completed, will
be appearing as a document for the Economic and Social Council in

.... two or three days' time. I enclose herewith a copy of the text,
paragraph four of which refers to the work of the specialized
agencies and states that information concerning the agencies is
summarized in an addendum in order that an over-all picture of the
United Nations' responsibilities may be presented. A draft for
that addendum, which is not yet complete because the contributions

.... of some agencies have not yet been received, is also enclosed. I
should be most grateful if you would let us have, as soon as possible,
any comments on the draft addendum, as well as material relating to
the Bank and the IFC that might be included. We shall have to submit
the draft for reproduction at the end of next week (10 June) at the
latest.

I regret very much that it has not been possible for us to
send this material to you sooner.

Yours sincerely,

Martin Hill ---

Mr. Eugene R. Black
President, International Bank for

Reconstruction and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington 25, D.C.
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At the Becretariat level, spocials i aoe been 7aJe, ;ea m2Ztings have

been hld and contacts hwve b-se : i o:d o to dr,3r inn Iho nocIr o' 0
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of tho agencies could be brouaht 'o ;r >'e p'ob >7. Ye iur

the United Naisationiona boieno -ic and :u nuzn Yrg.ni.a>ioJL 031OndKYG>

an enqfui.ry on the most urg-n' no. s in the . oi eduraYic.drJning 9

22 countries and 0 rrilonias of : opie 31:ic nd ;nnn d : c :

Minesn and, orectonrs of PducoP :n o 0702 r 3p1a Arifnfn c;un ri:s I no .m

Ababa in hebruwry 1960. ThYerL. ;13t31 K i 'tion Xa .me 0 regih,;

1 /
E/3387, paragraph 4,

9/
- See belovr, paragraph 10

The report of this conference has been published as do

ED/174.
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office for Africa since 1951 and has gained valuable experience through the

enquiries, surveys and inspections carried out by this office. The International

Atomic Energy Agency missions have already visited certain newly independent

States and other territories which will shortly become independent; in April

and May 1960 for example, the International Atomic Energy Agency mission visited,

among other countries, the Ivory Coast and the Federation of Mali, In planning

the visits of similar missions in 1961 the needs of newly independent States will

be borne in mind by the International Atomic Energy Agency. The Food and

Agriculture Organization established a regional office for Africa in 1958/59;

two sub-regional offices, one for East and one for North Africa, will be created

during the biennium 1960/61. This is in addition to the secondment of technical

staff to the Joint Agriculture Division of the Economic Commission for Africa.

3. Without exception, the agencies have become aware of the need for linking

their own specialized approach with those of the United Nations and of the

other specialized agencies, so as to result in concerted action. For instance,,

the World Health Organization states that the development of long-term plans to

meet the most pressing health problems of the newly independent countries must

be linked with those aiming at the socio-conomic development of the countries

through the promotion of education and the development of agriculture, industry,

transport, trade and the building of roads. The International Labour Organis-

ation points out - and advises governments - that training projects in newly

independent countries should be integrated in the countriest economic and social

development plans and programmes. Since managers, supervisors and workers are

all complementary, training for any one group may be partly ineffectual unless

a certain number of trained people in the other groups are also available,

Basic Needs and Priorities

4. There is no dispute that education, health and agriculture form funda-

mental problems in the newly independent countries. The United Nations

Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization estimates that in Tropical Africa

as a whole more than 17 million children of primary school age are not at

school; to provide schooling for them would require the recruitment of over

350,000 teachers and a corresponding programme of construction of schools and

teachers' housing. In order to bring the present ratio of secondary to primary
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school enrolment to a level equivalent to 10 per cent only, it would be necessary

to create enough secondary schools to enrol an additional 575,000 pupils. The

World Health Organization points out that high prevalence of certain communicable

diseases facing the newly independent countries in more or less the same degree,

notably malaria, smallpox, leprosy, yaws, onchocerciasis and bilharziasis.

The International Labour Organisation points out the general need for training

and for rural development. The Food and Agriculture Organization points out

that agriculture in which the vast majority of the population of the newly

independent countries are engaged must provide the basic structure for a

development effort. The experience of the specialized agencies indicates the

immensity of needs in spite of considerable progress achieved during the past

11 or 12 years in the countries which are now becoming newly independent,

5- Within the educational field, the Addis Ababa conference of the United

Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization considered that the

present situation calls for a special effort on behalf of general technical

and vocational education at the secondary level, for training the intermediary

level administrative and technical personnel, and the semi-professional or skilled

workers, all of whom are generally needed for launching and carrying out

programmes of economic and social development. The conference also gave top

priority to the training of teachers and of personnel for administering and

servicing the educational system in general. The World Health Organization

emphasizes, apart from the training of medical and para-medical staff, priorities

in the field of environmental sanitation where the main needs of the African

countries are felt to be in the areas of housing, water supply, and the health

aspects of urbanization. The International Labour Organisation considers the

top priorities to be in training and rural development, As far as training is

concerned, priority is assigned to the establishment of integrated management

development, specialist and supervisor training centres, training and

productivity centres for industry and small industries service institutes. In

rural development, priority is given to development of co-operatives, handi-

crafts and small scale industries,

Main Areas of International Assistance

6. It is clear from the advice received from the agencies that they have

arrived, for their own respective areas of activity, at the same views as were

expressed for the United Nations itself in document E/3387, namely to concentrate
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international assistance on the development and effective maintenance of

national services and institution; on fact finding and determination of needs;

and on training.

7. Concerning the maintenance and development of national services, the

International Civil Aviation Org pn a out that heretofore the metropolitan

governments or their air lines have been responsible for the provision of air

services and the supporting ground services and that the continuation of these
air
ervices will undoubtedly form a subject of discussion; in instances where

arrangements for bilateral aid to continue these essential services are not

available, it can be expected that international aid through the International

Civil Aviation Organization will be needed. The United Nations Educational

Scientific and Cultural Organization - as has already been mentioned -

attributes high priority io the training of personnel for administering and

servicing the educational system. The World Heqlth Organization feels that an

outstanding need on which assistance by the World Health Organization will

have to concentrate is the development and reinforcement of basic health

services with a view to securing integration of preventative and curative

services and decentralization, so as to reach eventually the more peripheral

elements of the population, The World Health Organization also hopes to

supplement the experience of newly appointed administrators and through a

programme of staff training to tie over difficulties which may arise from a

loss of personnel provided by the former Administering Powers, The Food and

Agriculture Organization refers to the danger that the withdrawal of expatriate

personnel mqy cause difficulty in maintaining or strengthening services of the

Departments of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry and also mentions the

importance of efficient organization in developing research, experimentation

and extension work The International Labour Organisation emphasizes the

importance of employment service organization, employment information,

labour inspection, labour administration, eto, and considers the strengthening

of institutions and services as the basic needs of countries which have

recently attained, or will shortly attain, independence. The World

Meteorological Organization has a principal concern to ensure that any

meteorological and hydrometereological services developed prior to independence

are maintained and developed, since the services have been established with the

aid of funds and scientists from outside the new State the supply of which may

cease or be reduced,
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technical and financial aid for establishing or strengthening national or

regional centres for the training, or in-service training, of teaching staff

in teacher training schools, and of secondary school teachers, particularly

in the fields of science, mechanics and modern languages. The World Health

Organization considers that the shortage of medical and para-medioal staff is

an outstanding problem which is expected to become more and more acute. The

Organization therefore, through its fellowship programme, through direct

technical aid, and through projects for the demonstration of services and the

training of personnel, will endeatour to help the national health administrators

to face problems arising from their deficiency in quality and quantity of staff.

The International Atomic Energy Agency is studying the problems involved in

establishing one or more regional radioisotope training centres in the Middle

Bast and Africa. If it is decided that regional training arrangements should

be made, they will be available to the newly emerging independent States in the

region. The emphasis by the International Labour Organisation on complementary

training projects has already been emphasized above. Because of the great

diversity of training needs and the importance of integrating training projects

into economic development plans or programmes, the International 
Labou

Organization feels that there should be no question 
of standardized projects for

implementation in a number of different countries. Each country's needs must

be studied individually,

Pinancial Action

10. The World Health Organization has increased its regular budget expenditure

in its African region from $835,000 in 1959 to $1,052,000 in 1960 and

$1,237,000 in 1961. Simultaneously, the World Health Organization activities

from the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance funds have been 
increased

from $679,000 in 1959 to $764,000 in 1960. In addition, expenditure from the

malaria eralication special account in the World Health Organization African

See paragraph 3.

All Africa south of the 20 degree ff. parallel of latitude to 
the

western border of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, to its junction with the northern

border of Belgian Congo, thence eastwards along the northern borders of

Belgian Congo, thence eastwards along the northern borders of Uganda and Kenya

to the Indian Ocean.
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region has been increased from $299,000 in 1959 to $1,470,000 in 1960 and

$2,134,000 in 1961. The thirteenth World Health Assembly in May 1960 decided

to add to the budgetary provisions for 1961 the amount of $200,000 to finance

additional assistance in programmes and services based upon requests from new member

and associate members and newly independent or emerging States. The United Nations

Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization's proposed education programM

for Tropical Africa for 1961/1962 including the teaching of social and natural

sciences provides for an amount of approximately $300,000 under the regular budget

of the Organization. The United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural

Organization's 1961/1962 Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance will receive

$1,130,000 for use in Tropical Africa. These funds are felt to be inadequate

to cope with educational problems of the size and complexity faced in the region.

The United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization hopes for an

increase in funds available both from the Expanded Programme of Technical

Assistance resources and through the United Nations Special Fund, which has

recently decided to extend its activities in appropriate cases into the area of

secondary education. The International Labour Organisation plans to increase

its regular budget expenditure in countries and territories in Africa south

of the Sahara from $85,000 for 1961 to $108,000 in 1962 and simultaneously expects

to spend from the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance resources

$353,000 in 1961 and $385,000 in 1962. All these figures are greatly increased

over those approved for 1960 but the International Labour Organisation feels it

would be unrealistic to assume that the planned expenditure for 1961/1962 can

provide assistance on the scale warranted by the circumstances and needs of the

newly independent countries. The International Labour Organisation also feels

that Special Fund projects in its fields of competence would also be technically

justified in several cases. The regular programme for 1960/1961 of the Food and

Agriculture Organization approved by the tenth session of the Food and Agriculture

Organization conference places somowhat greater emphasis on Africa than before

but does not find it possible, owing to financial limitations and the fact that

there is no budgetary provision for technical assistance in the Food and

Agriculture Organizationos regular programme, to include any special provision

concerning assistance to newly independent countries. The Food and Agriculture

Organization planning targets for and 1962 from the Expanded Programme of

Technical Assistance funds in the African countries provide for some increase in
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assistance to be rendered, but this target if felt by the Food and Agriculture

Organization to fall far short of the objectives envisaged by 
the Economic and

Social Council resolution. It is for this reason that the Food and Agriculture

Organization contemplates negotiating with the countries concerned a well considered,

rather large Category II programme which could be implemented immediately

additional funds are forthcoming, The International Atomic Energy Agency draws

attention to the fact that it seems unlikely that a special measure of assistance

could be provided in 1961 to newly independent countries from its regular budget,

as only member States are eligible for assistance from the agency0 s operational

funds, In that year, therefore, the International Atomic Energy Agency expects

to rely mainly vpon the contingency funds of the Executive Chairman of the

Technical Assistance Board for providing assistance,
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the staff of the Economic Commission for Africa in Addis Ababa; and the

Secretary-oeneralOs collaborat ors and officials of the Technical Assistance

Board have discussed on the spot specific projects for United Nations assistance

in soce of the newly independent countries.

4. The executive heads of the specialized agencies and the International Atomic

Erwrnv Agency have been consulted concerning the present report and several of

them have submitted informtion concerning recent increases in budgetary appro-

priations in favour of newly independent countries or in favour of the areas in

which countries achieving independnce in 1960 are located, and concerning

current and planned activities of their respective agencies, which complement

and support those of the United iations itself. In broad termz, the problem

with which this report is ccncrrne4-A problem for the United Nations family

as a whole; while the =Wng wil concentrate on the responsibilities of the

United Nations itself, the information concerning the specialized agencies

referred to is being sumwized in an addendum in order that an over-all picture

may be presented.

II. ong-term Problems and the Problems of

Transition to Independence

5. Relaiively minor demands have been made in the past for United Rations

assistance on behalf of territories which were not independent and whose welfare

and development depended in large degree on the actions and assistance of an

administerinr, poer. It is likely that after independence, assistance from the

former metropolitan or administering powers will, in most ases, be continued or

increased,, and that bilateral aid from new sources will be forthcoming.

Nevertheless, the new countries should in any event be given their due share of

United Nations assistance. The tree Trust Territories that have obtained or are

to obtain independence in the ixmediate future, together wit the Non-Self-

GOverning Territories which are now mcpected to achieve independence this year,
have a population of between 60 and 70 million or close to 5 y er cent of the tdal

population of the under-developed areas to which technical asistance is rendered

by the United )ations. Most of them moreover are at a relatively early stage of
develorment, and their needs for asslstance of a pre-investuent nature are
correspondingly great. In 1958 their combined share of the total expenditure
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under the Expanded Programme of TechzIcal Ascistance a thi Uitsd VA7- nZsI

regular programme was only 0.5 per cent. As a result of action by the Technical

Assistance Board (made possible in part by the increase in the current and

prospective resources of the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance but

involving also some curtailment of progrmmes in other countries) their current share

has been raised from the 19.r level to approxImately 1.3 per cent in 1959 and 2.1

per cent in 1960. That share will need to be more than doubled and perhaps tripled

if it is to be brought roughly into line with that ofother Mimbers of the United

Nations at comparable stages of development.l/

6. This increase refers only to long range technical assistance for economic and

social development. In addition, there are the special tenporary and urgent

problems of transition to independence with which resolutions 1414 and 1415 (XIV)

of the Oeneral Assembly were concerned. These special problems of transition,

likely to be encountered in some degree by most of the countries concerned, and the

reasons why action of the United Nations family to help meet them is so important,

were summarized in the Secretary-Generals earlier report.?J In the following

sectioup that picture will be filled out by reference to requests so far submitted

and interests expressed by newly independent countries. The final section will

discuss the additional funds required by the United Nations itself if it is to

carry out its share of a modest international action designed to meet these emergency

needs.

.I. Nature of requdred action

7. It is scarcely necessary to emphasize that the needs of newly independent

countries vary enormouisly according to the state of developmeint of these countries

and the amount and kind of bilateral and non-United Nations ultilateral assistance

they are receiving or can expect. Furthermore, while it is vital - as the

Secretary-General's earlier report emphasized - that technical assistance should be

L/ The Technical Assistance Board has indicated its awareness that the recent

modest increase in the share of the "new" African countries in the Mpanded Programme

of Technical Assistance is inadequate and it has raised, for the countries of tropical

Africa, the proportion of projects in eategory II (those whose implementation

depends on additional funds being available) to those in category I (those whcge

Implementation is definitely approved) from the customary figure of 50 per cent to

100 per cent. There is therefore likely to be a considerable reserve of soundly

conceived technical assistance projects, capable of being Implemented promptly in the

event that additional resources are forthcoming.
S E/3338



given promptlY, the scope of the requests to be brought to the United Nations

is largely unpredictable and can at best not be foreseen in any detail. Eowever,

certain trends are clearly discernible from requests received on te half of eight

newly independent or soon to be independent countries as well as from consultations

held with leaders or representatives of these countries:

a) any of the first requests for technical assistance have as their main

purpose the identification of needs and of services that the international

institutions might render most effectively. Son# I,,Il examples include

"assessment of needs in public administration", "short-term general economice survey"

"organization of statistical office" and "survey of transport requirements",

"assessment of training requirements" , "organiation and planning of social services",

Also among early requests there ill, by present indicaions, be requests for
zssist ane o .ie~ e~

mineral and cartographie surveys adiftrde pr on, lw-cost

housing,and town planning in connexion with new capital cities,

b) There is often a marked desire for consultation with outside persons of

acknowledged authority and wide experience, on a wide variety of matters at the

policy as well as the technical level, ranging from the consideration of financial

requiremeuts, including balance of payments problems, to problems of industrial-

ization, and frwm problems of public administration to those of urbanisation and

housing. Governments are seeking technical assistance from the United Nations

and its related agenices that will b1p them to qualify for more far-reaching

assistance from the Special Fund or the actual financing of development projects

through the International Bank and other financial agencies. In the important

matter of presenting carefully prepared projects at the right moment and in the

right way, newly independent countries tend to be at a disadvantage insofar as they

usually lack the necessary machinery and experienceV and may have difficulty in

providing Immediately those guarantees of adequate manament that are often

sought as a condition of financial aid. Through OPEX and accelerated training

}/ The annual report of the Vanaging Director of the Special Fund for 1959

states that the relatively small number of projects allocated to Africa is due

partly to the initial problems relating to the evolution of appropriate projects

and the formulation of requests (5F/L.28, para. 23). The Governing Council of the

Special Fund has authorized a 'Preparatory Allocation" of $250,000 to be used

during 1960 to assist Governments, if they so desire, in the preparation of

requests (ibid., para. 14).
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r mes, the United Nations is trying to meet these problems; such assistance
should play an increasing role in the future,

a) Interest has been expressed for assistance by the United Nations in

recruitment from abroad of civil servants and technical personnel at el levels.
The United Nations has already dealt, from time to time, with requests of that

type. Such services might be placed on a regular basis in order to help new

Governments. They will be particularly useful in the case of schemes of national
or regional significance which lack of trained personnel rather than of finance-fro~m
prevents/being carried out. The United Nations would ascertain from the Goverrmwento

the remneration and conditions of service offered and endeavour to submit for

consideration candidates with the necessary qualifications and willing to accept

employment under the stated conditions. No new saministrative organisation would

need to be created; the newly independent country - or conceivably the home
country of the recruit, under a bilateral agreement with the newly independent

country - would assume responsibility for salaries and other conditions. The United
Nations would merely provide what it is often extremely difficult for a small and

poor co4ntry to provide for itself, namely the means for recruiting experienced

people from abroad,

if the principal countries. which are sources of trained personnel will

co-operate by mking available the machinery which they have already established to
assist the United Nations to recruit experts and 0PZ personnel, or by creating any

new machinery that might be necessary, and if a considerable part of the task of
recruizent can be undertaken on a group rather than an individual basis, the
additional cost to the United Nations of such a scheme would be quite smal,

since resolution 200 (inI) of the General Assembly authorizes the
Secretary-General when requested to do so by Member countries to provide facilities
designed to assist Goveramft to obtain technical personnel, equipnent and

supplies, and to arrange for the organization of such other services as may be
appopriate in the promotion of economic davelopwent, no broadening of existing
authorization is required in order to enable existing services to be extended in
the mamner proposed. The usefulness of the scheme will of course depend in no small
measure on the co-operation of the specialized agencies in respect of requests

relating to the mary important categories of personnel coming within their purview.
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The Seeretary-General would not accept anr such request withmat the express

agreennt of the agency concerned; he is in consu3tation with the executive

hews of the specaalised gensies with a vimv to reaching appropriate working

Sinets in this regard.

d) There are clear Indications that assistance of an operational a&
eosumztw character (OPEr) will be of particular importance to the neWy emerging

countries. Nuch emphasis was placed in the ecretary-General~s earlier report

on the problu facing these countries because of the gpave lack of trained personnel,

especially in the technical services, aM on their urgent need for help from

external sources in rumning these services until local personnel acquire sufficient

training azA experience to take over. A separate report on the experimental

OM xrog1me will be submitted to the Council by the ienretary-Gemeral In

document X/.3Y!. As waza as 4 reqwasts for OEM assistance, eoverimg a wide

varletr of adzini trative fielA, have been received to date from eight countries

in Afriea. Only on of the eight newly emerging states is incladed in this umber.

frtm the prelimienty discussions which have already taken plae, it appears

highly pVtbable that reqests for ststantial OpMf assistance will be received

from the remaining *eam countries as soon as they are in a position to assess

their needs and priorities.

e) As was to be expected, eimation and t'ainirg are vxvlly considered

to holA the key not =nly to the material welafre of the newly independet countries

but also to the very stabilityr of new States. As regrds eduation, raference may

be made to the MUSCO section in the addend= to this report. Internamtional

assistanme will often exert its greatest leveram ty training the instructors who

in trn will train others. The cnwterence of iisters amd Directors of Eduction

of tropical African Countries recently convened by UFA= in Addis Ababa (February

1960) decided to give top priority to the training of teachers and the training

of personnel for administering and servicing the educatiozal system in general.
As reprds those aspects of training with which the United Rations itself

is closely concerned, the public admnistration training institutes in Ethiopia,

ibya and the UAR (Dgypt) are already aming a significant contribution, and

another has recently been establiahed in the Ouda. The need for assistance of the

same dMn is lizely to be felt at an early staWe by the newAy independent countries.

It is anticipated that training measures of other kinds also will play a

prticu1ar7Y 1upor at roLe, 1 ephasis being placed on (a) rapid training (b) in-

service training (c) training at hame. In a sense, all experts and advisers sent

under the technical assistance rograme, as well as OM personnel, have a general

duty, as requested and needed, to utilize aziy opportunity compatible with their
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gain assignment to train and instruct local personnel, or to assist in such

training and instruotion. Soe of the training activities may, with advantage,

lead to regional projects in which newly independnt countries will be served

together with other countries faced with similar problems, and on which, wherever

possible, the facilities and staff of the BCA should be utilised.

IV. Egpansion required in existinM UN Rrorraee

8. The Council's resolution 752 (XXIX) requested the Secretary-General to

report on opportunities for international cooperation on behalf of former Trust

Territories and other newly independent states.-

"(a) Under the regular assistance programmes, specifically those established

by General Assembly resolutions 200 (II) of 4 December 1948 concerning teohnical

assistance for economid development, 723 (VIII) of 23 October 1953 concerning

technical assistance in public administration and 1256 (XIII) of 14 November 1958

concerning operational, executive and administrative personnel, and having regard

to the possible need for the provision of additional funds in the United Nations

regular budget for these purposes;

"(b) Under General Assembly resolution 418 (V) of 1 December 1950 regarding

advisory social welfare services."

9. The needs and opportunities outlined in the sotion above fall squarely

within the purview of General Assembly resolutions 200 (III), 723 (VIII) and

1256 (III). An increase in the funds available under these items is essential to

meet the special needs of the transition to independence. How large the increase

should be is difficult to determine, since for the reasons given, no programme

covering these special needs aan be laid down in advance. By way of indication,

it may be noted that in the case of Libya, which attained independence at the end

of 1951, the programmes of United Nations technical assistance undertaken totalled

approximately $650,000 in 1952 and $775,000 in 1953. Bearing in mind that experi-

ence, and in the light of what is know of needs and probable requests on the one

hand and the possibilities of United Nations action on the other, the Secretary.

General feels that an increase of not less than two and a half million dollars a

year for the next few years will be required for assistance of the United Nations

itself in meeting the special transitional needs of the eight countries achieving

independence in 1960.



10. This amount of $2.5 million should in the first year be used for assistanoe

under General Assembly resolutions 200 (Iii), 723 (VIII) and 1256 (XIII), for

which the credits are at present 480,000 dollars, 300,000 dollars and 300,000

dollars respectively. The level of appropriations under resolution 200 (III)

has remained nchanged over the past decade, in spite of a more than 100%

increase in total United Nations assistance activity; those under resolution

723 (VIII) have likewise remained unchanged for the last four years, in the

face of constantly and rapidly increasing United Nations responsibilities. A

special note on the OPEX scheme is being submitted separately to the Council.

The new resources made available would be subject to the same inter-governmental

controls, standards and basic rules of operation as those available through EPTA.

Additional funds would not be required in the first year under Assembly

resolution 418 (V) for which the current level of credit is $1,200,000. This

level was reached when the General Assembly at its last session approved an

increase of the programe by $275,000 or 30% over the 1959 appropriation in
doing so, the General Assembly acted on a recommendation of the Council/which

the needs of newly independent countries were specifically noted (resolution

731 0 (XXVIII)). These additional resources will increasingly be used during

1961 and 1962 to strengthen social assistance in Africa, The distribution of

funds between the various activities mentioned, including those covered by

resolution 418 (r), as well as the total amounts required, would be reviewed for

subsequent years in the light of experience.

11'. The increases in the regular programme discussed above, if approved by the

General Assembly, would affect the budget for 1961. But it is essential that

increased assistance to the newly independent countries should begin imediately.

One measure by which this could be achieved would be to increase the contingency

authority of the Executive Chairman of TAB from its present level of 5 per cent

of the total programme - amounting to $1,650 million - to a level of 7J per cent,

or 82,475 million, the increase to be particularly devoted to the special needs

of newly independent countries. The increase in the Executive Chairman's con-

tingency authority in 1960 would be a first charge against the resources for

1961, as under present procedures.
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12. This reoommendation - which has the full concurrence of the Exocutive

Chairman of the Technical Assistance Board - is not lightly madc. It is

made in order to deal with a special problem and in the firm expectation of

increased contributions to the Expanded Protrame of Technical Assistance, in

line with General Assembly resolutions 1382 (XIV) and 1383 A (XIV). As wa

pointed out earlier in this report, a sisable addition in the flow of contri-

butiona to the Pxpanded Programme would be required merely to anable the

programme to incorporate the newly-independent countries at a normal level of

activity, "while", in the words of resolution 752 (XXIX), "fully maintaining,

or increasing, assistance given to other regions".

13. The Executive Chairman's contingency fund will be no less important after

the current year, making it possible to deal with special problemz in newly-

independent countries more promptly and with more special consideration than

would be possible under the biennial field programs procedMr. It is hoped

that from 1961 onward, the contingency authority ana be kept at least at the

level of 71 per cent and if possible be brought up to a figura of 10 per cent,

provided that increased contributions make possible a simultaneous expansion

of the planned programme as well.

14. From these proposals it should be clear that, whereas a substantial increase

in appropriations is made necessary by the emergence of a number of countries

into independence, it is not suggested that a special programme for such countries

be established. The criteria which have been developed over the years for prant-

ing of teohnical assistance would continue to be applied. These criteria would

adequately cover the special transitional problems which may be encountered and

with which this report is concerned.
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FORMNo 57 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: June 2, 1960

FROM: Dragoslav Avramovic

SUBJECT: Eighth Session of the United Nations Commission on International
Commodity Trade

1. The Eighth Session of the U.N. Commission on International Commodity
Trade was held in New York between May 2 and May 17, 1960.1/ I attended a
part of the Session as the Bank's observer. The agenda of the Session included:
(a) review of developments of international trade in primary commodities; (b)
review of projections work in the field of primary products; (c) discussion of
compensatory financial measures to offset fluctuations in export income of
primary producing countries; (d) impact of fluctuations in economic activity in
industrial countries on international commodity trade; (e) teview of national
measures to deal with fluctuations in primary commodity markets. Most of the
discussion was centered around subjects under (a), (b) and (a) above. The topics
under (d) and (e) were hardly touched.

Current Comodity Situation

2. Considerable and fairly unanimous concern was expressed over the
failure of the terms of trade of primary commodities to improve during 1959.
The U.N. price indices suggest that the terms of trade for 1959 as a whole
(88 with the base of 1953 = 100) were two points below the recession level in
1958, and that they only improved slightly in the second half of 1959 over
the trough level reached in the first half of the year. I suspect that this
sluggishness of the aggregate terms of trade in the face of industrial recovery
and a considerable rise in prices of cyclically sensitive commodities (rubber,
copper, zinc, tin, long-staple cotton, jute) is partly a result of the nature
of the statistics._/ On the other hand, many primary products were still
characterized by low or declining prices (e.g. coffee, cocoa, sugar, petroleum),
and have tended to hold down the average level of primary export prices.

3. It was rather surprising that the problem of stabilizing the prices of
primary products - which has invariably been the center of discussion at all
earlier sessions - did not occupy most of the attention of the present session.
Perhaps this was because the problem was not on the formal agenda of the
Session; another reason may have been that the export earnings of primary pro-
ducing countries rose in 1959 by about 5% owing to a substantial expansion in
export volume despite the continuing low average prices. Thirdly, an increasing
number of the less developed countries may be beginning to think that the short-
run stabilization of primary prices may only solve a part of their economie

1/ The Comission at present consists of representatives of the following
countries: Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Chile,
Czechoslovakia, France, Greece, India, Indonesia, Pakistan, Sudan, Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, United States of America, Uruguay, and Yugoslavia.

_2/ The U.N. index records actually realized unit values, which may lag
considerably behind the market quotations.
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problem and that the ultimate solution lies in raising the rate of capital
formation. Whatever the explanation, the major emphasis of the discussion
this time was placed on the need to diversify the production and export
structure of low income countries, to accelerate their economic growth and
to step up capital inflow. The report of the Commission, summarizing recent
developments, contains the following concluding paragraph:

"The Commission felt, during the course of its discussion, that
the problem of long-term imbalance between the demand for and
the supply of primary commodities should be approached by action
designed to increase their consumption and facilitate structural
adjustments towards diversification in primary producing countries.
This calls for continuing attention to the need for promoting
economic growth and development, reducing impediments to the flow
of international trade, and raising the levels of purchasing power
throughout the world. It was recognized that, since total earnings
from the export of primary commodities are, in general, inadequate
to enable underdeveloped countries to procure the imports needed to
help sustain a satisfactory rate of economic growth and develop-
ment, these earnings must, in such circumstances,be supplemented by
substantial external financing".

Comensatorv Financing

4. The Commission discussed at length the problem of compensatory
official financing to offset fluctuations in export earnings of primary pro-
ducing countries. The discussion was a prelude to a thorough consideration
of the same subject, to be undertaken by a group of experts who will be
alpinted by the Secretary-General in the second half of this year. This group
of experts will "examine the feasibLlity of establishing machinery, within the
framework of the United Nations, designed to assist in offsetting the effects
of large fluctuations in commodity prices on balances of payments, with special
reference to compensatory financing". The purpose of the discussion at the
present session of the Commission was to suggest to the group of experts some
of the major lines of inquiry which particular delegations had in mind.

5. The International Monetary Fund, which is directly involved in any
discussion of compensatory financing, submitted its report to the Comission
("Fund Policies and Procedures in Relation to the Compensatory Financing of
Commodity Fluctuations", March 30, 1960). The report argued that the present
level of reserves and of drawing rights on the Fund were sufficient, on the
average, to enable the primary producing countries to overcome temporary pay-
ments difficulties due to export fluctuations of the order experienced in the
postwar period. It was further argued that the dominant problem before these
countries was not so much to find the resources to offset the short-term fluc-
tuations in their export proceeds, as to achieve a satisfactory long-term trend
in their exports and to prevent spurts of inflationary pressure which would make
import demand outrun foreign exchange resources, thus creating domestic balance
of payments difficulties. The Fund report opposed any automatic formula which
would determine the amount of assistance in cases of export declines. However,
the Fund expressed its continued willingness to provide help to all countries
which were taking appropriate steps to preserve internal financial stability and
to maintain balance of payments in equilibrium, taking good years with bad.
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6. Fund policies and the position taken in the report were exposed to
a good deal of criticism, but the tone was fairly mild. Most of the critics
from low-income countries argued that the Fund's Charter prevented it from
being sufficiently "flexible*, in the sense that rigid limits.were imposed
both on the amounts and the terms of compensatory finance. The sharpest criti-
cism was that by Brazil; its representative argued that the Fund treated the
developed and the underdeveloped countries equally, "despite the fact that the
basic economic conditions in these two groups of countries were radically different"

7. The policies of the Fund will be examined further by the group of
experts (see 3 above). Their terms of reference suggested by the Commission are
to 'consider whether the Fund could provide in all cases satisfactory mechanism
for compensatory financing. Certain delegations held that machinery other than
that provided by the Fund under its present policies and procedures would be
needed to afford an adequate solution. Certain other delegations, however, ex-
pressed reservations as to the feasibility of mechanisms for compensatory financing
beyond the scope of the Fund's activities" (Final Report of the Commission, III D).

8. The Fund has offered to cooperate, in a consultative capacity, in the
work of the group of experts. It is useless to attempt to guess what the recom-
mendations of the group of experts will be and what effect, if any, these recom-
mendations may have. The Fund officials are confident that no change will be made
in the existing machinery of compensatory finance. Some people at the U.N.
envisage a recommendation urging the Fund to "liberalize* its treatment of low
income countries. It is not known as yet what will be the composition of the
group of experts. The names mentioned in the U.N. Secretariat include Prof.
Edward Mason from Harvard University and R.F. Kahn, Cambridge, England.

9. Although no one mentioned that the Bank may be approached to cooperate
with the group of experts, I would not entirely exclude this possibility. Several
delegations raised the question of the relationship between compensatory borrowing
and the aggregate indebtedness of low income countries, and the report of the
Commission specifically directed the group of experts to address themselves to
this problem in connection with the terms of repayments of compensatory loans.

Economic Projections

10. At one of its earlier sessions the Commission had requested the U.N.
Secretariat to explore the feasibility of preparing medium-term projections of
the supply of and the demand for primary products. As a first stage of this work,
the Secretariat wrote a paper on the methodology of projections for non-agricultural
commodities. In addition, the FAO submitted a short review of its projection,,
work in the agricultural field. The discussion of these papers was fairly per-
functory, presumably because of their technical nature. As a next step, the
Commission requested the U.N. Secretariat to undertake "pilot" studies for a few
non-agricultural commodities. Dr. Mosak, Director, Division of General Economic
Research and Policies, was very reluctant to undertake any fixed assignment; in
conversation with me, he stated that the Division was not at present equipped for
this kind of work and that they would proceed carefully and slowly.



11. The interest of the Commission in economic projections is in line
with the increasing preoccupation of most international agencies with this
branch of economic analysis. By maintaining steady contact with the
appropriate people in these agencies we may benefit considerably from the
work done elsewhere. I don't think this will relieve us entirely of
responsibility for preparing our own analyses and arriving at our own
judgments, but it will facilitate our efforts considerably. The assunp-
tion, of course, is that we also make our own studies available insofar as
they are of a non-confidential character. In the course of the discussions
in the Commission, Dr. Gerda Blau, Director of the FAO Commodities Division
stated that there was excellent cooperation between the Bank and the FAO.

12. The Commission was informed that the U.N. Administrative Committee
on Coordination has convened the second inter-agency meeting on economie
projections to be held in July 1960.2/ The provisional agenda contains a
suggestion that the Bank representative illustrate the projection methods
used in the studies prepared by the Bank staff. In addition to the tech-
niques of commodity projections, another main topic at the meeting will be
a review of methodology and of actual income projections for less developed
countries.

cc: Mr. Rist
Mr. Prasad

_The first meeting was held in September 1958.
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Your Ref t EC 243/2 (1)

r. Martin Hill
Deputy Under-Secretary for

Economic and Social Affairs
United Nations
New York 17, N.Y.

Dor Hr. Hil

Intor-&LwZe fegporatin on ?,cencaicj1roJecAiovx

Thank you for your letter of May 6addressed to Mr.
Black, invitig the International Bank to be repmesented at
the Inter-Ag&nq metivg an projeotioss to be held in Geneva
&aring thS week comencing July 4.

The Bank plaw to be represented at thas nvetng but,
unfortmnately, we are not in a position at the present ties
to designate wbo oar representative will be. If agreeable
to you, I will let you have the ntw of our representative
as soon as possibls. In the mantime, we would appreciate
it if aux papere pertaining to the metiag were sent to Mr.
Narayan Prased, Assistant Director of the Bank's Eoononi
Staff.

ly yours,

R Desth

Technical tanse and Planning Staff

RHDten

ot, Mr. Prasad
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UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES
MAY 104 REC'D

NEW YORK

CABLE ADDRESS UNATIONS NEWYORK e ADRENSE TELEGRAPHICUE

FILE NO.: EC 243/2 (1) 6 May 1960

Dear Mr. Black,

Inter-Agency Co-operation on Economic Projections

In my letter of 14 January I referred to the work on long-term
economic projections being undertaken in the light of resolution
741 (xXVIII) of the Economic and Social Council and resolution 1428
(XIV) of the General Assembly, and to the report which is to- be
presented to the thirtieth session of the Economic and Social Council.

A number of other inter-governmental organs are also currently
concerned with the question of projections. Both the Food and
Agriculture Organization and the United Nations have, for example,
submitted documents to the eighth session of the Commission on
International Commodity Trade in connexion with the agenda item "Report
on the study of prospective production of and demand for primary
commodities". It will also be noted that, at its January 1960 session,
the ACC Sub-Committee on Comodity Problems recommended that a further
inter-agency meeting on projections should be held in Geneva during the
week commencing 4 July 1960. This recommendation has been approved by
the ACC and, acting on behalf of the Secretary-General, I now have
pleasure in inviting your organization to be represented at the meeting
in question.

After consultation with FAO, it was felt desirable to review at
the same meeting all aspects of the work on economic projections,
dealing first with general assumptions such as those on population
growth and national income and then with the application to commodity

..... problems. The attached draft agenda has been prepared on that basis.

In the light of the terms of the various United Nations resolutions
on general economic projections, the meeting as a whole is being
sponsored by the United Nations itself, but the FAD is co-sponsoring
with respect to agricultural commodity pro jections. On this basis,
appropriate arrangements will also be made for sharing the secretariat
responsibilities.

Mr. Eugene Black (1 '
President
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington 25, D.C.
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We trust that you will find it possible to be represented at
the forthcoming meeting. It would be appreciated if you would, as
early as convenient, arrange to have forwarded to Mr. Judd, Chief
of the International Trade Relations Section, any cements on the
enclosed draft agenda as well as advice as to the names of your
representatives to the meeting.

Yours sincerely,

Martin Hill
Deputy Under-Secretary

for Economic and Social Affairs
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CABLE ADoDES* UNATIONS NEWYORK - ADREBBE TELEGRAPHIQUE

ILE o.:(r5 May 1960

Dear 1r. Black,

I write on behalf of the Secretary-General to confirm that we

are looking forward to receiving from the International Bank for

Reconstruction and Development, as agreed at the ACC last week, a

brief contribution to his forthcoming report to the Economic and

Social Council on opp<ortunities for international cooperation on

behalf of the former Trust Territories and other newly independent

states.

The character of the report and of the contributions desired

from Snecialized Agencies was discussed subsequent to the ACC's
meeting by the Prepaaratory Comrnittee and we are in direct contact
with Mr. Lopez-Herrarte on the matter.

Yours sincerely,

Martin Hill -
Deputy Under-Secretary for
Economic and Social Affairs

Kr. Eugene R. Black
President
International Bank for

Reconstruction and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
v'Washing7ton 25, D.C.
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FIE0: EC 121 (12) 21 April 1960

Dear Enrique,

Further to my letter of 15 April, I just want to drop you a

line to say that the letter from Mr. de Seynes to Mr. Demuth will not

be sent after all. In view of the meeting of ACC, where all these

matters can be directly taken up at high level, it seemed better to

leave it at that. I do hope, however, that the brief informal notes

that we had arranged will not be interrupted by this change in

procedure. I am particularly keen to know the constitutional

position concerning technical assistance in the interval between

formal independence and membership, and the actual arrangements that

have, or are being made, in the case of the seven African countries

which are becoming independent in 1960.

With many regards
Yours sincerely,

H.W. Singer

Mr. Enrique Lopez-Herrarte
The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
Washington 25, D.C.
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NEW YORK

CABLE ADDRESS - UNATIONS NEWYORK ADRESBE TELEGRAPHI QUE

FILE NO.: ED 121 (12) 15 April 1960

Dear Enrique,

Just a line to let you know that the formal letter which you
askedI for is now on its way, so I hope that all is now set for the
stuvdy~. I herewith enclose a copy of the resolution as it was
passed by the Economic and Social Council. Mr. de Seynes is send-
ing a copy of this resolution to Mr. Demuth.

I need hardly say that this matter is considered to be of
great importance by us here. The Secretary-General himself intro-
duced the discussion in ECOSOC on this matter to emphasize his
great interest. The resolution was unanimous. Please do not
hesitate to give me a ring to clear up any matters which might not
be quite clear now.

Let me repeat that we are particularly anxious to understand
what in the view of the Bank are the specific problems of newly
independent countries and what specific facilities the Bank offers
in dealing with them.

With many regards
Tours sincerely,

H.W. Singer

Mr. Enrique Lopez-Herrarte
The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
1818 H Street N.W.,
Washington 25, D.C.
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ECONOMIC
AND 3April 1960

SOCIAL. COUNCIL ms

Tventy-ninth session
AgEinda ite, 10

STM OF 'OPORT ITTE FOR I MATIONAL CO-OPEATION ON
BEEALF OF FORVER TftST TERRITORIES WHICH HAVE TMONM

.TEPEIENT

Netherlands, Ne,., Zerftane, Sudan and United States of Americat
dtaft resolution

The Economic and S ocal Comci-, -
Hav.LrgonscIered General Assembly resolution 1414 (XIV) calling for a

"Studcy of Opportunities for Irternational Co-operation on Behalf of the Former

Trust Territories Which Have Become Independent", together with General Assembly

resolution 1415 (XIV) regarding "Assistance to Territories Emerging From a

Trust Status and to Newly Independent States",

Recognizing that there is an urgent need for international assistane to

strengthen the newly found independence of these countries by sound economic

growth and social progress,

Hav considered the note submitted by the Secretary-General on.
"opportunities for international co-operation on behalf of former Trust
Territpries and other newly independent States" (E/38),

1. akes note with appreciation of the Secretary-General's observations

Which form a valuable basis for further consideration of the problem;

2. Believes that special efforts need to be made in support of the newly

emerging States of Africa and elsewhere to provide without delay effective

assistance within the framework of existing programmes of the United Nations

and through the specialized agencies;

Noting the desire of the lEonomic Coission for Africa, as expressed in its
resolution 10 (i), to oo-operate with the Secretary-General and the Eeonomio and
Social Concil in this matter, in view of its terms of referenoe and of the

a inherent in the fact that it is situated in the Afrian nti



ngush in accordance with General Assembly resolutions 1382 (XIV), paragraph 5,
Page 2 ad1383 (IV), paragraph 5 (b),

3. Epresses the hop, t additiona funds will be made available to

the Expanded echn Assistan and the Special Fund in 1961 and

following years to permit a substantial increase in the activities of these

progrmes in Africa, at the request for former Trust Territories ,and other

nwly independent States, while fully maintaining, or as appropriate

ncreasing, assistance givcn to ther regions under these programes;

4. Recuests the Secretary-General, bearing in mind existing bilateral

and multilateral aid programmes, to present to the thirtieth session of the

Council a report based on a furth.er and more specific examination of the

opportunities for international co-operation on behalf of former Trust Territories

and other newly independent States including opportunities offered;

(a) under the regular assistance programmes, specifically those

established by General Assembly resolution 20 (III) "Technical Assistance for

Economic Development", 723 (VIII) "Technical Assistance in Public Administration",
and 1256 (xiii) "Operational hEecutive and Administrative Personnel", and the

possible need for the provision of additional funds in the United Nations

regular budget for these purposes; and

(b) under General Assembly resolution 418. (V) on Advisory Social Welfare

Servicess;

5. Further requests the Secretary-General, in preparing. the above-mentioned
report, to consult the Governments of countries which were formerly under

trusteeship and which have become independent as suggested i~n General Assembly

resolution 1414 (xiv); the executive heads of the specialized agencies as

eontemplated under resolution 1415 (XIV) and as he has indicated to the

twenty-ninth session of ECOSOC; and as appropriate, such other international

governmental and non-governmental organizations as may be competent to make a
contribution to the study;

6. Decides to consider the report of the Secretary-General at the thirtieth

session of the Council with a view to further action and the submission of its

report to the fifteenth session of the General Assembly.



FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
W O R L D 8 AN K

1818 H STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON 25, D. C. TELEPHONE: EXECUTIVE 3-6360

Address by Eugene R. Black, President of the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development

before the 29th Session of the Economic and Social Council of the
United Nations, meeting at U.N. Headquarters, New York City

TO BE HELD FOR RELEASE UNTIL DELIVERY HAS BEGUN, EXPECTED
TO BE ABOUT 10:30 A.M. THURSDAY, APRIL 7, 1960

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Council:

This is the eleventh annual occasion on which I have had the pleasure

^f making a report to the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations.

' always welcome this opportunity. The growth of the Bank's activities,

bath in nagnitude and scope, makes the story constantly new and interesting,

at least to me. In fact, it is difficult, within any reasonable length of

time, to give you a full picture of the Bank's work over the past twelve

&rionths. I shall try, therefore, to pick out the principal events. They

diclude a continued very high rate of new lending for development; in-

creasing contributions to the Bank 's resources by countries outside the

Urited States; a large increase in the Bank's own capital; moves toward the

establishment of a new development financing institution, the International

Development Association, which it is proposed should be administered by the

Bonk; and further growth in the technical assistance work of the Bank, particu-

larly in relation to the United Nations Special Fund. I shall also give

ycu a brief account of the year's operations of the International Finance

Corporation.
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The first thing I must mention is a continuance of the very high level

of lending which I have noted in my reports to the Council for the past two

years. You will remember that there was a sharp rise in our rate of new

lending in fiscal 1957-58, when it reached more than $700 million, compared

with an average rate of $400 million for the previous three years. Fiscal

1958-59 once again saw new lending of over $700 million, and already in the

first three-quarters of this fiscal year we have made new loan commitments

totaling $560 million.

In the length of time at my disposal, I cannot go into detail about our

loans in all the regions of the world. Perhaps the best uay to give you a

picture of the broad range of the Bank's activities is to describe what we

have done in one area of the world during the past year. Let me use Africa

as an illustration.

Since last April the Bank has made nine loans in Africa totaling over

4260 million. Two of these involved the mining and transportation of

manganese deposits in the Gabon Republic and of iron ore in Mauritania; a

tbird financed the construction of a pipeline to bring Sahara oil 400 miles

ncross the desert to the Mediterranean. The sales of metallic ores and of

oil will provide important new foreign exchange revenues for the countries

:oncerned, and there are also significant indirect benefits to be realized.

'Ge Cabon manganese project, for example, calls for the building of a 180-

m-1le railroad through the Congo Republic; this will open up hitherto in-

accessible timber resources within that country. The new Sahara oil

discoveries will provide a base for industrial development in the area,

particularly for the chemical industry and, it has been estimated, should

enable the French franc area as a whole to earn or save the equivalent of

some $200 million to $250 million arnually in foreign exchange.



Two of our African loans were for transport improvements: a loan of

356.5 million to the Suez Canal Authority for the widening and deepening

of the Canal, to enable it to accommodate the larger ships seeking transit,

and another loan for the railway expansion program of the Union of South

Africa.

And only a week ago the Bank approved four more loans in Africa, totaling

the equivalent of 'h6 million. Three of these loans were in the Belgian

Congo and brought the total of our lending for the development of that terri-

tory to $150 million. It is I think worthy of note that the Belgian Government

gave its guarantee to these Congo loans despite the fact that the Congo is

becoming independent during 1960. This action should not pass unnoticed.

T can be regarded both as an act of faith and as realistic evidence of

Belgium's continuing interest in the Congo.

Another interesting feature was that the loans to the Congo included

one for African agriculture; this was also the objective of another loan of

.5.6 million, which will assist African agriculture in Southern Rhodesia.

Uitherto, Bank lending in Africa has been concerned with infra-structure;

pcwer, railways, highways and so on. While these basic investments provide

very real benefits to the peoples of the borrowing countries, those benefits

are admittedly indirect. The agricultural loans to the Congo and to Southern

.thodesia will produce direct benefits.

African agriculture is as varied as the Continent itself, ranging from

large plantations efficiently run on modern lines to the shifting and hap-

hazard cultivation which barely provides a means of existence. Much of the

cultivation is still based on traditional methods which have not changed in

the memory of man. But forces are working to change the old ways. In some

areas, for example, population growth has made it impossible to continue



the system based on the shifting cultivation of plots which are worked until

they are exhausted and then abandoned. In such areas the solution may be to

settle Africans on farms they can call their own and help them to buy tools

and follow farm practices which maintain soil fertility. In other cases the

movement of cattle must be restricted to prevent overgrazing, substandard

animals culled and disease control enforced. The Bank is helping with these

problems and we hope to be able to make other "grass roots" loans designed

to have a direct effect in improving the productivity of the small and medium-

si7ed African producers.

At the same time, we hope, too, to be able to move ahead with a number

of the larger and more basic African projects, some of which are of such

-ize and importance that they could completely transform important sectors

of the economy. I have in mind, for example, the Roseires Dam and Managil

extension projects in the Sudan, designed to bring large desert areas under

irrigation. Then there is the case of Ghana, where the Government has asked

us to join with them in studying the proposed Volta River project for the

-onstruction of a large hydroelectric station and aluminum smelter. The

problems of African economic development, like those of other areas, must

be attacked from both directions simultaneously: from below, at the level

of the individual, whose lot may be immediately improved in some small

ipeasure, and from above, through basic development projects of some magni-

tude, whose benefits will ultimately be widely felt throughout the whole

economy.

In addition to our loan operations, we have in the past year sent

general survey missions to review the economic problems and appraise the

economic potential of two African countries. The report of the Bank's

mission tc Libya is just about complete and has already been informally
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discussed with the government; that of the mission to Tanganyika is in the

final drafting stage. There is every evidence that the governments of both

countries are prepared to give serious consideration to the recommendations

of our missions. In each case, the recommendations are being presented at

a critical time: for Libya because of the new oil discoveries, and for

Tanganyika because of the approach of self-governing status. A general survey

mission to Uganda is now being organized, and is expected to go out to Uganda

inr the fall.

African countries were recipients of still other kinds of technical

assistance from the Bank. For the first time, a resident representative was

stationed in an African country: Ethiopia. Bank experts advised on the

;3ronosed establishment of several African development banks, and found

managerial and technical personnel for an existing bank. And through the

Bank's Economic Development Institute, officials concerned with development

programing in six African countries were, in the past year, given the opportu-

nity to exchange experience and views with their counterparts elsewhere in

the world.

I have dwelt at some length on our loans in Africa because these are

comparatively new developments and therefore worthy of special notice. The

)ther regions of the world have also, of course, seen important operations.

Asia and the Middle East have now held first place in Bank lending for the

past three years, with India as the largest borrower. Iran has also become

an important borrower from the Bank, having received very large loans for

road development and for the Dez multipurpose project in the past twelve

months.

Bank lending in Latin America has also continued at a steady rate and

-is once again been devoted mainly 1o investment in electric power and the
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improvement of transport.

We have also continued to carry out important operations in the less

developed areas of Europe. It is already clear, however, that access to

other sources of finance, particularly the private investnent market, is

going to reduce European demands for our assistance.

On that note, I should like now to turn to the steps taken to ensure

that the Bank's lending resources will be equal to the continued heavy demand

for development finance from our member countries. As you know, one event

of great importance in this direction was the increase in the Bank's authorized

capital from $10 billion to $21 billion in September 1959. By the end of 1959

subscribed capital was more than .18.5 billion, compared with 19.5 billion

a year before. The great majority of the increased subscriptions of member

countries was not paid in, but remained on call if required to meet the Bank's

cbligations. In other words, it constituted a massive reinforcement of the

Bank's borrowing power in the investment markets of the world. Investors

everywhere can now buy Bank bonds in the knowledge that they are backed by

the guarantees of its member governments to the tune of more than the equiva-

lent of $16 billion.

As it happens, conditions in the world bond markets have not been very

easy in the past year; indeed, in the United States market they have been

the worst for thirty years. As a result, the Bank did not go to the U.S.

rmrket with any new issue in 1959, but waited until February of this year

before selling an issue of 3125 million of 5% Bonds. On the other hand, we

made successful approaches to several markets outside the United States,

including our first public offering of Deutsche Mark bonds in Germany and

of Belgian franc bonds in Belgium. We also sold new issues in Switzerland

and on the London market. There is plenty of evidence that the market for
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the Bankts bonds is widening, not only in the sel1t t.h: new cuyers are

coming in all the time _- the last issue in the United States, for example,

attracted 70 new institutional investors who together purchased P25 million

worth of bonds -- but also in the increasing financial support for the Bank

in its other member countries.

It was inevitable that the United States should have provided most of

the Bank 's resources in the immediate post-war period, but this phase has

now definitely come to an end. More than half the Bank's funded debt is nor

held by investors outside the United States, and if one takes all the Bank
tN

resources, including funds from capital subscriptions, from sales of loans,

&nd so on, more than 60% of the total comes from outside the United States.

indeed, the Bank's largest source of funds for the past two years has been

The Federal Republic of Germany. I take great encouragement from the in-

ctreased ability and readiness of the industrial countries other than the

United States to provide ,reater funds for development purposes to and throu.h

the Bank, first because it testifies to the dramatic recovery of the Bankts

European member countries from the ravages of war; and secondly because it

shows their readiness to use the Bank as a channel through which their avail-

able funds can flow to the less developed countries.

While I am on the subject of financial recovery in the Bank's member

countries, I should like to mention other important developments which in-

dicate a return to healthy conditions in the countries concerned, and also

to the financing of development by private investment. As you all know,

one of the purposes for which the Bank was established was to encourage

private investment in development financing, and the Bank consistently keeps

this objective in view in all its operations.



One strong discouragement to private inveztm ic~ ni the :uniedi ate post-wn

period was the widespread existence of defaults by governments on their ex-

ternal obligations. The last 14 years have seen a remarkable change in this

situation in the Bank's member countries. In January 1946, a few months

before the Bank started business, eight of the countries of Europe were in

default on their publicly issued bonds. Today, apart from one or two special

-ases involving relatively small amounts, there is only one European member

country still in default. Similarly, in 1946, eleven Latin American memberi

were in default; today there is only one small dispute outstanding. In Asi ,

three member countries were in default; now there is only one, and it must

be reckoned as a quite special case.

The improvement in this situation has, of course, been accompanied by

a return to the bond market of many countries which were accustomed to find

their development finance in that market before the war. In the past four-

toen years, no less than $3 billion of foreign bonds have been sold, foreign

bonds being defined as bonds sold in the market of some other country. This

figure excludes. Canada and also excludes bonds of dependent territories sold

ir. the metropolitan country, but includes the publicly issued bonds of 23

different countries. The 23 countries that have sold bonds have sold them

in six markets, in Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, the United

dngdom and the United States. To this extent, therefore, the borrowing

zcountries have been able to re-establish their credit with private investor-,

Nor has foreign borrowing through the issue of bonds been confined to

governments. The figures show that private companies from twelve different

countries have been able to sell 3300 million worth of bonds in investment

markets outside their own countries.
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This return to classical methods of development financing is a healthy

sign. The Bank has been able to play a part in the process, partly because

its own record has shown that its borrowing countries do not default on

their external obligations, and partly because the Bank has taken every

opportunity to help its member countries return to the private investment

markets for finance. The last Annual Report of the Bank noted that in fiscn3

1958-59 the Bank was able to participate in five joint operations with pri-

vate investors in the United States market. The fact that the Bank was makir:

a loan was undoubtedly an encouragement to private investors to buy the

borrower's bonds. In those joint operations the total amount raised was

250 million: Bank loans contributed A100 million, $130 million caie from

the market and the European Investment Bank lent the equivalent of $20 millio.

Equally encouraging has been the progress made to mobilize additional

capital resources for developmental investment through the proposed Inter-

national Development Association, or IDA as it, or perhaps I should say she.

has already come to be called. As you will no doubt have observed, this

new concept has already been endowed with many feminine characteristics.

German financial writers have been particularly imaginative, one comparing ]rA

to Aphrodite, and another picturing her as a lady of easy virtue drawing on

herself the pained disapproval of the spinsterish World Bank. There is,

of course, some basis for this, because IDA's services will be available

on easier terms than those of her elder sister and IDA will have, I hope,

the feminine virtues of sympathetic understanding and helpfulness.

Nonetheless, she will also, I trust, prove herself a conscientious

manager with a sharp eye to quality in investing the funds entrusted

to her care. I have said on a previous occasion that, while IDA

will make soft loans in the ersp l h- j dill no4 bhlwr bpa-i- nn vie



bcrrowerts balance of payments, it ill not be a soft lender. While IDA

will finance a broader range of projects than the Bank, r7e do n;t intend to

lovcr the standards against which we measure the intrinsic merits of the

projects we finance and the soundness of the plans for carrying them out.

Nor do we intend to lower our sights with respect to the kind of domestic

performance by our member governments which we regard as essential to qualify

them for assistance.

I hope and expect that IDA will come into existence some time during thn

fall of this year. That it will be able to play a useful role is, I thinP,

Lgayond question. There are a number of countries too poor to finance a

satisfactory rate of development on conventional loan terms. And there are

a number of others the very vigor of whose development effort has given them

an absorptive capacity for external cacital greater than their ability to

,7,rvice fixed foreign debt on conventional terms. It is a striking fact tha',

.-ring the three years 1956-1958, the public external debt of the Bank's

member countries in Asia, the Middle East and Africa almost doubled. India

anr the United Arab Republic, which had very little external public debt at

thE. end of 1955, were major debtors on public account three years later. In

Latd.n America, too, public external debt increased by about 40%. Indeed, by

the end of 1958, both groups of countries -- Latin America, on the one hand,

an Asia, the Middle East and Africa, on the other -- had outstanding public

debt of about $5 billion, and further expansion has since occurred.

I mention these figures, not because I regard the present level of

i-debtedness as excessive, but because they indicate that to maintain and

accelerate the momentum of development will require continued large in-

jeztions of foreidg oapital for many years ahead. Tf, over that period, we
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are to avoid putting an unduly high fixed-debt burden on many of the de-

veloping nations, we must extend our assistance to them on terms which

alleviate, so far as possible, the burden on their balance of payments.

I am aware, of course, of the school of thought which tends to be-

little IDA, even before it has begun operations, on the ground that the funds

at its disposal are too small to make any sizeable impact on the problem.

I is true that IDAts initial resources are modest, but the Articles of

Agreement contemplate consideration of an increase in those resources when

its member countries agree that this is necessary. There are, after all,

fdvantages in not starting on too large a scale. Emphasis on huge global

investment targets can be both misleading and disillusioning. What matters

is not only the quantity of investment but its quality, not only the amounts

o: money which can be postulated as desirable, but also the amounts which

can be effectively absorbed in worthwhile and well-thought-out development

rctivities.

Let me cite the African case again as an illustration. The basic

rnquirement for the faster development of the new nations in that Continent,

9m convinced, is more education and training at all levels -- a more

gEerally literate working force, more skilled artisans, more members of

the learned professions, more entrepreneurs, more experienced government

*-td;.inistrators. Until the human resources of the new African nations are

nore fully developed -- and no huge injection of money can greatly accel-

erate that process -- the opportunities for the wise and effective utiliza-

tion of foreign investnent will necessarily remain limited. And what is tr-c.

of Africa is true of many of the other less developed nations as well.

IDA is not, of course, the only new international financial institution

n-n coming into being. Onlr a fev wee1s ao, the Inter-AnerPan Fan- held
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ito organizational meeting, and we look forward to co-operating vith it in

assisting the growth of the economies of Latin America. Last month also

there was an important series of meetings in Washington at which the principal

-apital-exporting countries of the world, meeting under the name of the

Development Assistance Group, discussed ways of co-ordinatinc their develop-

mTent assistance activities, increasing the flow of capital into the less

'&veloped areas, and assuring increasingly effective use of that capital.

The Bank welcomes this development and has expressed its willingness to be

of whatever assistance it can be to the Group.

I want to say a special word about the constructive relationship which

the Bank has established with the United Nations Special Fund. The many

meritorious projects which have been flowing into the Special Fund demonstrate,

if proof be needed, the validity of its underlying concept. The surveys and

training institutions which the Special Fund has agreed to finance should

;ut the developing nations in a far better position than before to plan and

carry out their development and a number of the surveys will, I feel sure,

oead in time to Bank investment.

But let me add a word of caution. It is one thing to be clear that a

survey or a training institution is needed; it is quite another to organize

and then to staff and administer such a project. The Bank's own experience

E Executing Agent, or prospective Executing Agent, for s.ix Special Fund

projects has brought home to us forcefully that analysis and approval of

requests for financing made to the Special Fund are only the first small

ntep. The effective administration of the projects approved requires a

major expenditure of time and effort, the study and solution of numerous

delicate, difficult and often novel problems, and close supervision over all

asp ects of the projects as they go forvarl. These are not ta-;s tha; can be
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undertaken casually or by inexperienced hands; on their successful accomplish-

ment depends the very success of the Special Fund itself.

Significant developments have occurred in the last few months in another

important matter. Almost eight years ago I reported to this Council that

the Bank had taken an initiative in seeking a solution of the Indus Waters

dispute between India and Pakistan. I referred to this dispute as a "knotty"

,.'blem. This phrase turned out to be an understatement; the Bank has, in

-.act, been engaged in studies and discussions of the problem with the two

governments ever since. Now, however, I think we are near the end of this

Irocess. The solution which the two Governments have accepted in principle

includes vast engineering works to effect an equitable division of the river

vyaters. The plan will take ten years to carry out, and will cost in all

a'cout l billion. It has been clear from the outset that external assistance

iould be needed on a considerable scale to help to finance this plan. The

Thnk was therefore glad to be able to announce at the beginning of February

that offers had been made by friendly governments to contribute over

.600 million, in grants and loans, toward the cost of the project. The

Covernments concerned are Australia, Canada, Germany, New Zealand, the

United Kingdom and the United States, and the highest tribute should be

P!id to their generosity.

I also want to pay tribute to the man who has carried the burden of

this difficult negotiation for the past eight years. He is my colleague,

16r. W- A. B. Iliff, a Vice President of the Bank. Throughout the negotiation,

he has shown great understanding, patience and restraint, and I cannot praice

his services too highly.
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As Chairman of the International Finance Corporation, I am happy to

be able to tell you that the slow and careful work of organizing that in-

! titution is now resulting in a growing number of promising investments in

private industrial enterprises. Since last year the total number of commit-

ments has nearly doubled; from 14 to 27. The not amount committed has

increased from about $13 million to over $20 million. The number of countries

I'i which IFC projects operate has increased in nearly the same proportion.

As noted in the Corporation's Third Annual Report, each dollar of IFC

investment has been accompanied by more than $3.50 of private capital. It

3eems clear that the Corporation is carrying out its basic function, that

of attracting local and foreign private capital into productive private

enterprise.

Argentina and Spain have now joined IFC, bringing the membership to

59 countries. IFC representatives are already studying several projects

in Argentina, and some of these look promising. The United Arab Republic

has succeeded to the membership formerly held by Egypt.

During the past year members of IFC's management and staff have visited

some 30 countries, either to investigate specific proposals, or to explain

1-C 's policies and operations to private businessmen and investors. Such

personal contacts have in the past proved an effective means of stimulating

interest and action on the part of private capital in the countries visited.

Public knowledge of the investments which IFC has made and the con-

tinuing information program about the Corporation's activities will, I am

sure, result in a continually increasing number of private investments among

the developing nations of the free world.
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As I said in my opening remarks, Mr. Chairman, there is a great deal

to report and I have had to confine myself to the highlights in this state-

ment. Let me only add that, although the problems of economic development

with which the Bank is seeking to grapple remain irmense, there are highly

encouraging signs that the nature, magnitude and importance of those problems

are coming to be more generally understood and are being attacked by both

the less and more developed countries alike with constantly greater vigor.

In my judgment, no task is more vital to our well-being than accelerating

the pace of development. To the achievement of that task I pledge to this

Council again, as I have before, the full energies of the Directors, management

and staff of the Bank.



Mr. Black march 16, 1960

George R. Youg

1960 ECOSOC Speech

Attached is a draft for ECOSOC. This draft incorporates sug-

gestions made by Mr. Graves, as well as passages written by Mr. Demuth.

I aball, of course, clear the draft with everyone concerned in the

next week or so, and I should be gl.ad to hear of axr changes you wish

to make.

Attachment

GRY/Ja
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1960 ADDRSS TO EG0300 IN MEW YORg APRIL IS 196o

This is the eleventh annual occeaon an whih I hae had the pasw

ft making a report to the Economic and Sosial ounoil of the United atiors.

This annual repetition for se mau years must inevitably suggest that monat.

oW Wiii take over, but th rapidity wA the Wagnitude of the changes taking

place each year in the field of eoonio dmlopaen have, I believe, mW*

tis unlikely; there is never any lack of important material. Indeed the

diffiulty each year is how to cover all important attes adequate*y in aW

reasonable lwEth of tim. The same is trao of the past twelve onaths,

which haeo seen a further growth in both the sie and the variatr of the

Bank's v*.

In the brief surwey which I wish to present to you today, I shall try

to plok out the prinpal events, including a continaed very high rate of

now lending for dwnelopment 1=rang contributions to the Bank'a resouroes

bry countries outside the United States; a large inrease in the Bank*s wn

@opital) moes toward the establishment of a na development finanoliE in.

sttution, the Interational Developent Association, which it is proposed

should be administered by the 3*Uul further growth in the teotniaal assistance

work of the Bank, perticularly in relation to the United ations Special

%.nd and an account of the year's opeoatins of th Interrational finance

Corporation.

Th~e first thb I must mention i a contiazanoe of the very high level

of lending whioh I have noted in rV reports to the council for the past two

y wws. You will rethber tat there was a sharp rise in our rate of nw

leding in fiscal 195748, *ton it regahed more tan MlO) maiLli cmpod

with an aversge rate of $.00 million for te previous three year.. Fiscal
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1958-59 macs again am mw leading of over $7O0 adilien# and alroady in the

first three-quartere of this fiaeal year we have signed nm lean eiomdnta

totaine -555 willion.

In the length of time at my disposal, I do not propose to go into d.

tail on our lending in all the regions of the world. Asia and the ?Udle

last haie nrm held first plae. in Dank laening for the past three yeare,

with India as Me largest borrower. Iran has also beems an importan bor-

rower froam he Pnk having received very large loans for road development

and for the Des maltipurposs project in the past twelve monthv.

Bank lending in Latin Akerica ae also continmed at a stedy ate and

ban owe again been devoted wain- to investment in electric power and the

lmprovment of transport.

In RArope also w have continued to oarv' out iqlartant operatins,

affecting the less developed areas there. It is alewdy clear, hoiwer,

that access to other sources of finance, prtioularly the private invest-

ment market, is going to redace dropean desnds for our assistance.

Perhaps the best wty to give you a picture of the broad range of the

Bank#s activities is to describe what we hav dome in one am of the world

during the paest year. let me use Africa as an illustration.

Since last April the Bank has made aight loans in Africa totaling

almost $260 million. Two of these finuaned the mining and transporbatim

of =aneso deposits in the Gabon Republia and of iron ore in 1asretania;

a third financed the constreuction of a pipeline to bring oham oil 400

iles across the desert, to the ?1editerwr an. The sales of mtallic ores

and of oil will provide new foreign exehange revenues for the

cuntries conarnad, and tere are also s f indirect benefite to be
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realised. Th. GabOn anganes project, for .gaU, calls for the building

of a 180-mile railroad trough the Congo Republiop this will open up hitherto

inaccessible timber resources within the Congo. The new Jahara oil disoo

coveries will provide a base for industrial develq in th area, per.

ticularlr for the chemical industry and, it has been estamated, should on-

able the French franc vea as a whole to earn or save the equivalent of

some $200 million to $250 million annuallr in foreign exchange.

vto of our African loans were for transport iaprovauaits a a loan of

t56.5 million to ae ,ua Canal AuLority ,or t.le wideni4; and deepening

of the Ganal, to enable it to aceonmodata the larger shipp seeking transit,

and another inatalwent of the Danki's lending for "e railway expansion pro.-

gram of the Union of South Africa, for Wtich 6hu Bank has nov lent a total

of over $1W& million.

lastly, only three weekb ago, the Bank made available the equivalent

of $40 million in three loans for tansport and agriculturaL development in

the $elgian "ongo, uriging its total luadiUg to t4* congo to $150 illion.

Hitherto Bank Lending in Africa has been uuaourned entir.4 w-th infra-

structures power, railways, highwayu and o un. til1 these basic invest-

ments have provided Yery real benefits to the people. o1 te borrowing

countries, tose benefits are adittedly indirect, The agricultural loans

to the dongo will produce a direct benefit, and ""e -anlc found special

satisfaction in making this first loan for the improvmnent of Lfrican farm-

ing. It is, I think, wort1y of note that the Belgian Goverxment gave its

full guarantee to these Congo loans, notwithstanding that the Congo is to

becose indendt during 1960. This aet of faith should not pass unnotioed.

With continued good will on both sides, it could be of fundamental importawo



to the pattern of po tical an ecoromi developinit In Afrioa.

We hope to be able to ake other "grass roots" loas igned to he

a direct effect in improvig the prodict1itV of the smUa and udium-aised

Atrian prodnier. At the ame tme, we hope# too, to be able to ave ahead

with a mber of the larger and more basic African preoeets, soe of vhlo

are of such siae and importa he tat thv could ormpletely U m

tant sectors of the ecornq. I hay, in mid foer wawpls, the loseires Dan

and vnsgil ctIsion projects in the Sudan, designed t bring large desert

areas under irrigatior,, and, in ahsr, the proposed Volta ivir projest for

e onstructon of a large hydroolectria station and alnmm awnlter.

The problm s of African eoonmic devel ent like those of other a*,

ust be attacked fra both directions &imaultaneo y from belw, at the

level of the individual, vose lot W be indiately improred in soie aU*1

mesure, and from above, through basic development projects of ame magni-

tude, vhose benefits will ultimately be widAl felt thrnhet the hole

In adUtion to ar loan operatione, we huive in the past year aent

general surey missions to review the econamic probins and appraiae the

eonomio potential of tw African contries. The reprt of the Bawkts

mission to Libya in just about cavplete and has already been iforsaly

sed with the goverrvmt; that of the mission to Tarexawia is in the

final drafting stage. There is eveny evidonce that the governmts of both

countries are prepared to give serious onsideration to th* recomwnat

of our missions. In each case, the recaumendatimis are being presented at

a aritical tis for Ubya because of tie new oil discoverist, and for

'Tanganqia because of te approach of mat-governing statusi A beinengl =3

vWr mission to Ugw-Ja Is now being orgwidd &Ws is expectedto go oat to



Uganda in the faIl.

African comtries were recipients of still oter kinds of t.Mhnical

assistance fra the Bank* For the first time, a residnt reprntmttivo

vas stationed in an African oountry i Wdopia. Bank .cperts advied on

the proposed estabUa nt of several Afrioan devolopwcnt bank*, end found

managerial and tenmical personnel for an eistixg bwk. 1Help we- as

given in roeruiting qualified ooormic and finanil advisam for various

African govermutnt and govermnent agenoies. And firaOW trough the

Ban's Ecanmic Developent Institute, officials ooncered with develop-

ment progradiAg in six African countries were, in the past year, given

the opportunity to zxhange experience and vies with their counterparts

*1sewhem in the vorUd.

I have dwelt at so le th on our loans in Africa becauss these are

comparatively new devolopnts and therefore wrtr of special notlao.

The entimied heavy demand fr developnt finance fram the rsaik

member countries required action to waunre that our londing resmraes wuld

be equal to the task. A3 yoa nm, a step of great iportance in this

direction was the inerease in the Banks authcrisd cspital fran $10 bil.

lion to #21 billion in 3eptedber 1959. ky the end of 3959 sabnj'Lvd

capital was *ore tan 18.5 billion, campared with $9.5 billion a yewr

before, The great majority of the inoreased subscriptions of ameber oun-

tries was not paid in, but rnae on call if required to aet t DankI a

obligations. In other words, it onstituted a massive reinforoment of

the Bank's borroviu% power in the investment arketa of the world. In.

vastrs everygdere can new bur Bank bonds in the knowledge that tbqW ov

baclad br the guarantees of its nmber governments to the tune or mor than
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the equivalent of $16 bilon.

As it happens, conitlons in the uvrld bond markets have not been very

esy in te past yowl Indeed, in the (kited States market thW have been

the worst for thirty years. As a reslt# the Dank did not go the U.S.

aarket with a; now issue in 1959, but waited until Febrary of this yew

before seli an issue of $125 million of 5% 1nd* This was th s34k~s

first bond issim in the U.S. market sime 1958. On the oter han, we

=ade suessful approacbes to several markets outside the United Statt,
including our first public offering of Deutsche Mark bonds in Oermarw and

of 301gian frano bonds in 6gim. We also sold new issu in Sitserland

and on the London market. Thore is plenty of eovienco that the market for

the Bank's bonds is widening, not only in the sense that new buyers aru

OOIMng in all the tlma - the last isae in the United States, for maple,

attrated 70 aminttutiml investors who together Purhased $25 million

worth of bonds - but also in the incressing fina;3. support for the Bank

in its other Wbmr oanitries. It ws inevitable that the United State.

shiould bare provided most of the Bank's resouroes in the 1o ate poetm'

period, but this phase has now definitely cme to an end. ore than half

the Bank's funded debt is now held by iwestors outside the United States,
and if one takes all the Dank's resources, inolding funds from capital

subecriptions, from sales of loans, and so on, nore than 0$ of the total

omes from autaide taie United States. Indeed, the Bank's largest sourCe

of funds for the pet two years has been the FederaLI Republic of Ger:axV.
I take great emouragwnt from the increased ability and roeeine.. of the

Industrial countries other than the United States to provide greater funds

for developent purposes to and through the Bank, first because it testifies
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ranges of van and sewmIy besause it shos their readiness to use the Bank

as a cbhae l through s*4.h their avail*al funds em flw to the less de-

voloped Countries.

W*le I = on the subject of finanial reovery in the Bank*a mano

eou -Aies, I shoWld like to mein other Important developmonts which In-

dicate a return to healthy conditione in the aoantvies , ad also

to the finwing of dvelopnent by private inmestn. As you all now#

am3 of the purposes for u*hih the Bank was eetabUWd wa to wwoure

private iwnestmeni in develiMent finmi, and the Bank ooUiste7 bwep

this objective in view in all ito operations.

one streft disn to private IUetM in the iaMediate pDst-

War period was the eiespved exi"Nina of dfaults by govwrmes on their

exiernal obligationa. fte lUAt 14 yes have seen a roirsbl. change in

this situation. In Jamary 1946, a few otho before the Bank started busi-

ness, eight of the countries of :Auoope were in default on their publio4

issued bhos. Today there is only one uropean country still in defalt.

SMle*)y, in 2946, eleven Latin Awrican Republices wee in defalt today

there are rnon- In Asia, three ountries were in default; aw there is

only one# and it aust be reckoned as a quit special case.

In the rest of the world, oonsistng of what is known as the Sorl*t

Dim*, there were twelve countries in default in 1946 , including Estonia,

Latvia sod Lithuania. Thes twelve contrisare still in default on their

publicly issued external hnds*

The Inrovument in this situation has, of oursoe, been saopanW

by a return to the bond market of maW contries hich were accstna.d to

find their developmnt finane in that market before the War. In the past



fourteen years, no less tman $3 billion of forelen bonds have been sold,

foreign bwAs besin defined " bonds beIng sold in the narket of s other

country. This figure ecludes Canada, but initdes tm Publia3Y issUed

bonds of 23 different countries, in &a*tion to the three peratonms oaried

at by inatitutinw like the European coal ai Steel Co..uni.y. The 23

countries that have sold bonda have sold then in six narhets, in 0ermVW#

the *therlands, Swedm4n, vitserlawd, the United Ungd= and the United

States. To this etntt, erefore, the borrowing conatries hwre been able

to re-establish their vedit with private investors. Nor has foreign bor-

rawine trmgh the issue of boends been confined to Covernmnts, The figures

shou that private companies frwm tuelve different ountries have been able

to sell $300 zillion worth of bonds in investavna raeats outside their own

oowrtries.

This retarn to alessical rsthods of dove u fins ns is a hesl*

sign, and one that all of us abould do everything to assiat. The Bank has

been able to play a part in the procese, partVr becene its ova record has

shon that Its borrowing ountries do not dsfalt on their qxternal oblig-

aties, and partly because the Bank has tAken every opportunitV to hewp its

borrowing countries to return to the private investment markets for finance

The last Anmal 13porb of the Pank noted that in fiscal 1958-59 the Bank

ws abl to participate in five joint , that is to say operations

ubere a Dank lcwn was ade to coinoie with a public issue of boeds by th

borrevin oowntry in the fited 3tatas market. The fact that the Bank wa

making a l we umVAxbd an w a to private itwestors to bW

the borrW'a bonds. In those joint operatlow of 1958-59 the total eawn4

raisd was 250 million, ank loans contributed 1 million, $130 zmilina

cane fra the market aml the uropemn Investam* Bank lent the equivalent
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Equally neouraging has been the progress wade to mois additioal

capital resouzes for developmental inrvesent through the proosed Inter-

ratioral Deelopmnt Association, or IDA as it, or perhaps I should sq

she, has already cam to be oalled. As you will Ao duubt have obserrads

this rw conopt has already been endoid with maw feminine obaractewitics.

German fnancial vriters have been Artioularly imagimtive, n oneco ring

IDA to Aphrodite, and another picturing her as a lady of eaW virtue drang

an herself the pained disapproval of the apinateriah World nank. IDA will

hmv, I hope, the faWinii virtues of ayap&UtMsti unIerstanding and help-

fulnese but she will also, I trust, prove hereeW a conscientious manager

of her co-operative household# with a sharp e to qualityr in investirg Ue

funds entrusted to her care. I have said on a previous occasion that, *.ile

IDA will mak soft loans in the sense that they will not bear heavi.V on

the borrower's balance of pawmnts, it will not be a soft lender. Vi3e

IDA will finance a broader range of project than the Bank, ve do not in*

tend to lower the standards against which we measure the intrinsic merits

of the projects we finance and the soundmea of the plan. for arrying then

ut. Nor do we intend to lower our ights with respect to the kind of

dowstio performance by our mmber gtorerontv 44ch we regard as essential

to qualify thm for assistance.

I hope and expect that IDA will come into esistence sms time during

the fall of this year. That it will be able to plAq a useful role is, I

tbin, beond question. There we a umber of countries too poor to finane

a satisfactory rate of dewslopient on conventinal loan tems. And thre

We a nuber of others the ver, vigor of whose dovelopSnt effort has given

then an absorptive cpaity for external capital greater than their ability
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to serlrit* Mod, forxM debt on conventional terms. It iS a stUI-k1

fact tlat, dWig the tire years 1956-1958, the public etw-nal debt of

the Bw*ts mmber mutres in haia, the 11ddle Lest and Atria alwat

doublad*.lndia nd the United Arab Repoblio, thic had very little ex.

ternal public debt at the end of 195, wre mejor debtors on pblic aoooant

three yeas later. In Iatin Akwrica, too, iublic atterfil debt ineresas

by Wbomt 40%. Inded, by te end of 1958, both groups of coitries -

:^tin Wrica, on the ci hand, a Asia, the M!idl41 at and Africa, =p

the oUir - had tstwendug public debt of about 5 billion and further

wpansion has since octurrod.

I mentioe tese figures# not becase I regard the present levol of

imdebtedneaw as aoeeasive, but beoause thwr indicate that to maintain wd

accelerate the ma ontm of dovelopmwnt will require continmed large in.

jaetions of roreign opital for many years ahead. If, over that period, ws

are to avoid 1uttAng an undu34 high fixad-debt berdaw on ar of tUe do.

veloping natiom , we must ext4x4 our asbilance to Viao on teon ihih

alle0iate, so far as posible, the burden on their balanoo of pwjmnts,

I t awares, of ourse, of the school of wught wdiab tends to belitte

IDA, even before it has begu qpretions, an the grout Vat the funds at

its disposal are too WlW to P ar SISee -b&Je wt on the problau It

is trmo tat IDA's irItial resources are mdestq but the Articles of Agraeo

Rant onteplate consideration of an inrese In those resouoes when its

muober countrie agre that thi is necessary. There a, after all, a&l

vantagas in not starti4 on too large a scale. %aphasis on huge glel In.

vest,-=ntargets can be both ad* ini and distjsisndkg. What iattore

is not only the quatity of investment but its quality, not onlte a
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of moneV ahiah can be postulated as dosirable, bat also the an*nts uhich

can be efftoctivs abewased in wrotbhile and wello-ought-out develop-

mant activities.

Lot me cite the African case again as an illutation. The basic

rwquirowit tor the faster dfvalosment of the nar natios in that oontinint9

I w conwinced, is mor ed oatin and trwaig at all lowels - a mor*

generally Utaate vorkim ftome, more akild artisans, more asbers of

the learned professions, amre entreprwurs, swre empenced govmronw.

Madinisatrs. Until the human resources of he new African rations are

mom ftally dmweloped - and no huge in*etaton of moan can tatly woeol.

erto that prooses - th opporbuntise for thse4is a" affootive utli-

isatan of foreign ineetmant wiU nweasayar remain limited. And "at

is true of Africa is true of mai of the other less dselqped rations as

wll.

IDA is not, of conrae, the onIr new international financial izastIt-

tion now oauirg into being. Oner a few weeks ago, the inter-American Bank

h34U its organisatiomnal nesting, and we look forward to oo-"prating with

It in assistirg the greth of the economies of Latin America. Last month

also there was an important serls of meetIngs in Wahington at kich the

principal creditor omntries of the wrld, wsatiag umier the nam, of the

Delomoeat Assistance Gromp, disauseed ways of co-ordinating their do.

velopont assistane ativitis, inreasing the flow of capital into the

less developed areas, aWn asamring incrw ing offective use of Uat

capital. The Bank wlcomes e dwelopmnt and has exptehid it

nzse to be of whatetar assistance it can be to tih Itroup.

I want to as a special word about the contructiva rlaiowan4 whiah

the Bank has establishd with the Unitad Nations Special Fund. The maq



Teritorious projects which have been flowim into the Specal1 nd denmn-

strate, it proof be neoded, the vai4ity of its underin conept. 7ho

eumrays anI trainizg instittmns whieb the Special ?uzd has agrwd to

finance shuld pu the developing nati4n in a far better pcsition than

before to plan an corry out their dwvelopsant prosw and a rmiber of the

surveys wvlls I feel sure, lead in tirw to Bank invostnt*

Dat let me add a word of cauton in thin nnwtom. It is gen thng

to be clear that a sumri or a training institutioa is needed; it is quite

anomer to orgnwise and then to staff ana adiinster uch a projot. The

Bank.'s own .qerience " Zxfut ig Agont, Er prospyetive Eeeauatl Agent,

for six Special Fund projeots ha brought hbtw to us forefuLly that analysis

aw* approval of reeust f or financing made to the special Fand awe n4r

the first Small step. The effective adainistration of te projects approyod

re~qires a mjor expenditure of tim and effort, the study and soluaon of

numerous delicate, difficult a" often novel problew, and close vper-

vision aver all aspects of the projects as the go foiwmrd. 1ose are not

tasks that can be undertaokf asually or by inexporienoed hwnds; on their

ouccowrui accnplS*ent 4epwdo the vry aaoess of the ?euwta d ar.

self.

7nportant dovelopWMT * have happnid in the last f*w Montha in another

Imporknt metwo. Almost eight years Wg I reported. to this cvuuoil the,

the Lank had taken an initative in seking a solution of the Indus -aaerg

dispute between india and ?kiatan. I referred to this dispute as a

"knotty" prblm. This phrese turned out to be an u st i te B

has, in fact, been eigaged in studies an d=ussims of the problem with

the two goverrants ever sine, Now, howuer, I Uink w are new the eMA
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o this proaos, r" I hrpe that the solution we have workad out will begin

to be carried out in the area by the fall of this year. This plan, which

will take ten years to ar out, ad will cost in all about $1 billion,

tnbodias the ank's belief that a solution to his dispute was possible on

te basin of engIneering works to store the flood vaters of the Irvhw

qyatam of rivers and to transfer tme water fron one river to another so

tat both o-mutries n have all the irrigation water thoy require. It

ha. been clear from the outset *hat ezternal financial assistane would

be needed on a considerable scale to enable an enginaering plan to be car-

riod ont. The 3ank vms therefore dad to be able to annouce at the be.o

ginning of rbruary that ofens had been vnd. by frindlv governments to

onta'ibute over 600 million, in grants and loans, toRVd the cost of the

wartm .abodied in the plan. The goverments conoerned are Australia, Cansda,

Ge-Aaqy, Y Zex4d, the United rngdom and the United States, and the

highest tribute hould be paid to teir genwrosity in this Important matter.

I alo want to pV tribute to the man Who has carried the burden of

ais important but very difficult negotiat! -- for th past eight years. R

is -ioyesgue, 14r. .A.). Iliff, a Vico President of the Bank. Throughoat

the rniotiation, he ha shwon treat understanding, patience and restm int,

am I cazMot Praise his s rvices too highly.

As I said in my openig ruxwrks, 1r. Chairam, there is a g'eat deal

of importanoe to report, and I apologise because I have inevitably had to

ait references to mwV matters of interest and Importanco to this Council.

The fact is that the work of the 1ank oontimzes to grow, both in sepe

and seale, as a reflection of the greaty increased attention which is now

focused on the process of eoonoodo developeiat by all countries. The urderw
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developed areas am in a fermwnt to raise their ta4ards with the mini-

mu Ot dlay. And the already developed countries, b their deeds, are

shiaing that they are wiUing to accept their full share in this process

of worldride eoenomio improvent, which I regard as the greatest task of

our tine.

(A short section on IFC will be inserted later.)
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FF C EMORANDUM
TO: Mr. W. . . Iliff DATE: September 2, 1959

FROM: Patterson H. French

SUBJECT: Attached Press Release on United Nations Water Development Center

You asked about the newly created Water Resources Develop-
ment Center in the United Nations Secretariat. I have talked with Mr.
Myer Cohen of the U.N. Special Fund about this Center.

He says that this center actually does not exist as a
separate organization. At a water resources conference in Rome this
summer, it was agreed that the U.N. should take the leadership in co-
ordinating the work of the various specialized agencies on water
resources. The responsibility for this coordination was assigned to
the Water Resources and Power Section of the Department of Economic and
Social Affairs; Father E. S. de Breuvary is Chief of this Section.

Cohen says that this work of coordination is just beginning
to get underway. For instance, the Special Fund has not yet worked
closely with Father de Breuvary. Thus the Press Release makes this new
"center" sound more formal and important than it really is.
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TE DEVEPMENT CENTER SET LP IN UN SE ARIAT

AS 'FOCALJ POPN FOR INERNATIONA ACTION

Water Resources Development Center has been set up within the Secretariat

a United Nations Headquarters to serve as the focal point for concerted action

among the UN and related agencies in the field ,of water resources.

The step was taken at the request of the Economic and Social Council as part

of its long-term program to promote best use of pxisting water resources and

development of potential supplies needed for economic and social progress.

With water "already a limiting factor" to economic development in some areas,

as a report to the Council's forthcoming session points out, the new UN Center and

various agencies are working, for example, toward:

-- Appraisal, exploitation and conservation of ground water as

a source of supply for cities and rural areas, agriculture and industry;

Integrated development of river basins, which may offer
possibilities for irrigation, navigation and power as well as a source
of water;

-- Development of arid and semi-arid regions, both through aid
in field operations and through research in problems such as use of
saline or brackish water;

-- Control of water pollution where it now exists and prevention
of pollution from new industries, including those expelling atomic wastes.

The center is working with all UN agencies and services carrying out projects

in the field of water resources, including the Technical Assistance Board, the

UN Special Fund, UN regional economic commissions, the Food and Agriculture

Organization, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization,

the World Health Organization, the International Bank for Reconstruction and

Development, the World Meteorological Organization, and the InternAtional Atomic

Energy Agency (in the field of water pollution from atomic wastes).

'Common Akpproach'_Sought

As one of its main objectives, the Center will seek to ensure "a common

approach" in water resources projects and "the most fruitful use...of the competence

(more)
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existing within the various orgahiztions of the United Nations family," the report

to the Council states,

The functions of the Center are:

(a) to keep the interrelated problems of water resources under
continuous review;

(b) to coordinate the systematic study by the organizations concerned

of problems related. to water resources development in general and

river basin development' in particular;

(c) to strengthen and ensure good coordination of technical assistance
activities in the field of water resources;

(d) to foster in regard to international rivers, as appropriate, the
collection of relevant data, the study of tentative program schmes,'
and the bringing together of the parties concerned;

(e) to promote efforts toward the formulation of principles of inter-

national law applicable to water resources development;

(f) to foster the diffusion of relevant information among g-,vernments and

interested organizations.

Inter-Agency Neetings Held

The Center will be assisted by Inter-Agency Meetings on International Coopera-

tion with Respect to Development and Utilization of Water Resources, which will

advise on general policies. Such -meetings have been held since '1954, and another

meeting is scheduled for July in Rome.

In carrying out its activities, the Center will use engineering, technical

and other facilities at United Nations Headquarters and also will draw upon those

in regional comission secretariats and in UN agencies, as well as on the services

of individual experts on an ad hoc basis.

* Development of the international program of concerted action in the water

resources fields, including the establishment of the new Center, is reviewed in a

report of the Administrative Committee on Coordination (Doc. E/3247, Annex I),

prepared for the Economic and Social Council's samer session opening 30 June in

Geneva.

It recalls that the Council first emphasized the need for international action

in water resources contrgl. and utilization in 1951. In May 1958 the Council

adopted a four-part resolution* on water resources which requested the UN Secretary-

General to establish the new Center, suggested priority fields of action, and

called the attention of governments to particular needs.

R e-o~uon 675 (XXV) of 2 lay 1958 moe
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River Development, Ground Water Stressed

Noting that the Council has attached priority to integrated river basin

development as a field for concerted action, the report cites work of this type

under way in the Lower Mekong River Basin of Southeast Asia, where the UN, PAO

and WMO have helped draw up a program for detailed investigation of development

possibilities. (The program is described in Add. 1 of this release.)

As one of its projects under the concerted program, the new UN Center will

systematically review problems relating to the development, use and conservation

of ground water (that is, water from inside the earth, which feeds wells and

springs). It expects to convene, toward the end of this year, an inter-organization

group of specialists to prepare reports on selected problems in this field.

The Center has prepared a preliminary report on "Techniques of Water Resources

Surveys" which is now being distributed, for information and comments, to all

member governments and about 35 international organizations. It deals with

techniques for surveying surface.water resources; ground-water investigations; and

the assessment of water quality.

This report represents the joint effort of the United Nations Bureau of

Economie Affairs and of the specialized agencies concerned, within the framework

of the new ater Resources Development Center, a foreword notes. Material is based

in part on information from FAO, W4D and WM0.

* *** *

Note: bcamples of work in the field of water resources development being
carried out by UN agencies and services are given in Add. I of this release.
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UN AND RELATED AGENCIES WORKING WITH GOVERNMENITS
IN DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF WATER RESOURCES

Governments of Africa, Asia, Europe, Latin America and the Middle East are

being aided by the United Nations and related agencies in developing water

resources to meet expanding needs of agriculture, industries and community life.

The projects include, among other things, .surveys of resources, river-basin

development, drilling of wells, construction of dams for hydroelectric power -and

irrigation, water purification and sanitation, pilot projects in watershed

management and drainage, and experiments in new irrigation practices.

Many of the projects are receiving financial aid from the Expanded Program

of Technical Assistance;five have received allocations from the new UN Special

Fund under its first operational program; and others are being carried out by

the UN Secretariat and individual agencies as part of their regular work.

Some examples* of the various types of assistance are cited below.

Mekong River investigated

A major example of joint action is the Lower Mekong River Basin project,

affecting Labs, Cambodia, Thailand and Vietnam, which is being aided by the

United Nations, several UN agencies, and a number of governments.

Eventually a multi-purpose program--for development of irrigation facilities,

flood control, hydroelectric power, and navigation--is envisaged for the Lower

Mekong Basin, an area with a population of 17,000,000.

At present, work is progressing on a five-year program of data-collection and

(more)

*The examples are not intended as a comprehensive listing. A detailed description
of activities of UN organizations in the field of water resources, including
a section on financial and technical assistance, was given in a report prepared
for the Economic and Social Council last year (Doc. E/3071, Annex III); it
reviews projects in 54 countries and territories, as well as regional activities.
A similar report will be prepared next year.
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pannig, estimated to cost $9.2 mg1uon, a recommended by a UN survey mission in

January 1958. In addition, plans have been approved for several relatively small

pilot projects on Mekong tributaries, expected to bring almost immediate benefits .

An integrated p1an for detailed investigation of the river basin has been

drawn up with the aid of experts from the UN, the Food and Agriculture Organization

and the World Meteorological Organization; the International Labor Organization

has offered to aid in certain fields as work progresses.

As part of the over-all program, an aerial survey of the main stem of the

river will be made by Canada at a cost of 1.3 million Canadian dollars; the United

States is contributing $2.2 million for investigations on the ground, including

river measurements; Japan is providing ground reconnaissance of Mekong tributaries,

estimated to cost up to $240,000; New Zealand has contributed $100,000 for boats

for river survey work; India vill supply 366 rain gauges at a cost of some $32,000.

France has announced contributions totaling $320,000;* Australia has offered

$225,000;* the United Kingdom has provided $56,ooo* for a launch and meteorological

equipment.

Other help is provided by the Expanded Program for Technical Assistance. As

a further step, the United Nations Special Fund will be asked for aid in detailed

investigations of selected tributaries, mineral development in the area, and.

projects to make some parts of the river navigable.

The program is being supervised by a Committee for Coordination of Investiga-

tions of the Lower Mekong Basin, set up in 1957 by the four governments of the

region in response to a resolution of the UN Econcmic Commission for Asia and the

Far East (EAFE), which has been concerned with Nekong studies for several years,

For day-to-day administration, 'an Executive Agent and staff Are provided for the

Committee by the UN Bureau of Technical Assistance Operations.

Describing the work, C.V. Narasimhan, former Lxecutive Soecretary of the

UN Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East (how UN Under-Secretary for

Special Political Affairs), has said: "There may be bigger projects in the field

of water resources in other parts of the vorld, but never in history has there

been anything like the Mekong scheme in which four countries are involved and all

kinds of aid from different sources are being fitted into one agreed pattern."

(more)

*Dollar equivalents
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UN Technical Assistance Provided

Elsewhere in the world, technical assistance experts from UN Headquarters

have worked in the past year on assignments ranging from the extraction of salt

from sea water in Iceland, by means of geothermic (hot-springs) energy, to investi-

gation of ground water in the western coastal belt of Malaya and aid in the

Minneriya hydroelectric project in Ceylon.

Increasing requests for experts in fields such as hydroelectric power,

municipal water supply, and water resources surveys and appraisals were met

during the year, a recent report on the UN technical assistance program (Doe.

E/3236) states.

A Water Resources Survey Group has been set up in Latin America as a joint

effort of the UN technical assistance program, the UN Economic Commission for

Latin America, and the World Meteorological Organization. Experts in this group

surveyed water resources in Chile, meuador and part of Argentina in 1958, and

requests for its services in 1959 have been received from Cuba and Venezuela.

One example of a UN expert' s assignment is shown by a hydrologist with

experience in well-drilling who worked in Bolivia for nearly two years to assist

in the installation and utilization of equipment, the location of wells, and the

training of personnel. He also helped organize a financially self-supporting

Ground Water Division, a semi-autonomous well-drilling operational agency under

the Bolivian Development Corporation. It is managed and operated by Bolivian

personnel trained by the UN expert with equipment provided originally by the UN.

In addition, the UN bydrologist also helped to set up a national hydrological

service. aspects
In Pakistan, three UN experts on dam construction are advising on certain/ofte

building of the big Gudu Barrage on the Indus Fiver in Pakistan. The dam,

expected to be completed in 1960 or 1961, will irrigate 2,500,000 acres of land

to be used mainly for the production of food crops. The UN experts are training

Pakistani officers and personnel in all duties involving the dam construction.

UN Special Fund Approves Water Projects

The first operational program of the United Nations Special Fund, approved

in May, includes five projects related to water resources for which a total of

$1,770,000 has been allocated, as follows;

(more)
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hana- $305,000 for aid in a survey of the lower Volt. flood plain to
determine whether conditions are suitable for the large-scale growing -of
irrigated crops, the costs of irrigation and drainage works for selected areas,
and the expected benefits.

Greece -- $245,000 for a pilot study of methods of locating and developing
ground water resources in limestone terrain; a main problem is how to differen-
tiate betwei water-bearing and non-water-bearing limestone structures and how
best to drill and exploit them.

Israel -- $320,000 for a pilot project in watershed management, designed
to test and demonstrate ways of retaining and utlizing an estimated 100 million
cubic meters of water discharged into the sea each year by "wadis" or ephemeral
streams.

Thailand -- $600,000 for aidsin an investigation of silting conditions in
the Bangkok port channel and a study of remedial works needed.

United Arab Republic -- $300,000 for aid in pilot projects in 10 repre-
sentative areas to test drainage practices suitable for the Nile Valley.

For each project, an "executing agency" has been named. It will be FAO for

the projects in Ghana, Greece, Israel and the United Arab Republic; and the

Inte-national Bank for Reconstruction and Development for the Bangkok port

project.

FAO Provides Experts

In the field of water resources, the Food and Agriculture Organization has

assisted countries in assessing their resources and requirements; protection of

land against flooding; irrigation and drainage; and rural water supplies.

In this field, FA0 has sent experts to Aden, Afghanistan, Bolivia, Brazil,

Cambodia, Ceylon, Chile, Greece, Guatemala, India, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Japan,
Jordan, Laos, Libya, Nepal, Nicaragua, Paklstan, Peru, Sudan, Vietnam,

Tanganyika, Thailand, Trinidad, the United Arab Republic, Yemen and Yugoslavia

in recent years.

The largest project undertaken by FAO is the Rufiji Basin Survey in

Tanganyika, where I experts are helping the government in carrying out investi-

gations of the territory's potentiality for economic development. The basin

covers some 68,500 square miles and represents virtually 20 per cent of

Tanganyika territory. The experts have made topographical, hydrological, geo-
logical and soils surveys and have carried out irrigation and dam design work.

Trial farms under irrigation, established for crop research work, are already

providing excellent results, FAO has reported.

(more)
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In Brazil, FAO is helping the government plan the economic development of

the Amazon River Basin. Since 1952, FAO forestry experts have been carrying out

studies and surveys for the development of timber production and industrialization.

The Santarem training center in Brazil, which is part of the government program

for development of the region, has been created with the FAO mission's aid.

Situated 500 miles upstream, it is intended for the training of operators in

logging, aiailling and other forest operations and for work as a silvicultural

research and experiment station.

UNESCO Fosters Arid-Zone Studies

The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization has

carried out, over eight years, a program for assistance in scientific research

on problems of arid lands. With the aid of -an Advisory Committee on Arid Zone

Research, consisting of experts in the field, UNESCO organizes seminars, pub-

lishes studies, awards fellowships, and grants subsidies to national research

bodies.

Two seminars are planned for 1959-1960. One, devoted to the relationahip

of plants and waterwill be held this year. The other, in 1960, will review

results already achieved in UNESC0's arid-zone program and look into new develop-

ments.

In 1957-58, UNESCO gave aid to desert research and teaching institutes in

the United Arab Republic, India, Israel, Pakistan and Turkey which has enabled

them to undertake or continue research on hydrology, hydrogeology and geophysics.

In cooperation with these institutes, UNESCO has also organized refresher courses

and has awarded some 20 fellowships.

In Brazil, two UNESCO experts in hydrogeology have given advice in setting

up a school -in that field at the University of Recife and have helped the govern-

ment fight drought in the northeastern part of the country.

In addition, UNESCO and FAO are cooperating in research on certain problems

related to arid zones, including the demineralization of salt water. (On this

problem, a UN report last year commented, "Particularly in arid zones, no single

achievement would do more for the improvement of living conditions than the

discovery of an economic method of purifying saline water both from the sea and

from underground sources."*)

(more)

*oc. E/3071
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WHO Plans Safe-Water ,C aign

The World Health Assembly last month approved a "spearhead program" u=der

which the World Health Organization will offer leadership in a world-wide effort

to provide safe and adequate water supplies. Such supplies, the Assembly

stressed, are essential to the protection and improvement of health and indis-

pensable for economic and social development.

WHO is assisting governments of Africa, Asia, Europe, Latin America and

the Eastern Mediterranean area in this field.

In Uruguay, for example, WHO is training water works operators in methods of

improving the quality of water, and in the maintenance of installations and

equipment. A WHO expert is also assisting in organizing a permanent school for
operators of waterworks and sewage treatment plants in the School of Engineering

of the University of the Republic, at Montevideo. WHO is also providing funds

for the completion of equipment in the chemistry laboratory so that it may carry

out accurate bacteriological and chemical analyses and give instruction in this

field.

In Spain, WIO is setting up a training course for municipal engineers in

the operation and supervision of water supply systems and sewage disposal works.

In its recent annual report (Doc. E/3235) WHO expressed concern over the

problem of the spread of bilharziasis (a snail-borne parasitic disease) to newly
irrigated lands. Ways of designing irrigation systems that will be unfavorable

to snail breeding are therefore being sought.

Pollution through Atomic Wastes Studied

With the expanding uses of atomic energy for peaceful purposes, the problem

of disposing of nuclear waste material is receiving attention from the Inter.

national Atomic Energy Agency, particularly when it raises international

questions--for instance,when the atmosphere or international waters are involved.

The United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea, held in Geneva last

year, requested the Agency to undertake action in regard to waste disposal at

sea, and the Agency convened a special panel to study the problem. Its initial
report is expected to contain recommendations which could form the basis for an

eventual international agreement.

The Agency is also planning a Conference on the Disposal of Radioactive

Wastes into the Sea and into Geological Structures, to be held in Monaco 6 - 21

November 1959. Among other things, the conference will discuss the methods of

waste disposal in the atmosphere, fresh water, soils, geological structures,

(more)
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coastal waters and the deep sea; storage of waste materials; and new research

required.

WMQ Aids in Hydrometeorology

The World Meteorological Organisation last year provided technical assistance

experts in hydrometeorology to assist Pakistan and Turkey; and awarded fellowships

enabling personnel of Burma, China, Pakistan, Turkey and Yugoslavia to obtain

advanced training abroad in hydrometeorology or related fields.

In addition, W1&) is working in the Lower Mekong River Project; has provided

an expert for the Latin American water resources survey groups and is cooperating

with U1SC0 in its arid zone program. The WMO secretariat and the UN Economic

Commission for Asia and the Far Fast are planning a seminar on hydrological net-

works and design methods.

As part of its program of technical publications, W10 has issued a report on

"Techniques for Surveying Surface-Water Resources."

International Bank Helps Finance River Developont

The International Bank for Reconstruction and. Development has made a number

of loans for milti-purpose development of river valleys, to bring about irrigation,

flood control, land reclamation and hydroelectric power.

In the Damodar Valley of India, for example, nine Banh loans totaling more

than $300 million have contributed "to a remarkable transformation that has taken

place over the last decade," the Bank's annual report for 1957-58 states. The

valley, stretching 340 miles northwest from Calcutta, is rich in agriculture and

industry, but its full development had been barred by sudden monsoon storms and

the danger of flash floods, the report points out. Now the waters of the Valley

are being put to productive use by construction of a chain of dams, irrigation

facilities and hydroelectric power plants. Food production is expected to

increase by some $40 million annually, as one result.

In central Thailand, the Yanhee project will make possible higher yields on

2-1/4 million acres of land, through irrigation, and will add half a million

kilowatts of electrical generating capacity by harnessing a tributary of the

Chao Phya River.

Other multi-purpose development is being aided in the Volturno and Tavoliere

plains of southern Italy, In Japan, an irrigation and power loan in the Aichl

region of Honshu Island will aid in the country' first large-scale experiment in

the irrigation of hill land.

(more)
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Hydroelectric projects in Africa) Asia, Europe and Latin America account for

a major part of the Bank's total lending of $1,386,000,000 for power development,

its largest single field of work. Other Bank loans have halped in improvement

of inland waterways and in expansion and modernization of ports.

In addition, the International Bank' s good office as have been provided in

discussions directed toward an agreement on sharing of the waters of the Indus

River between India and Pakistap.

Regional Water Problems Studied

The UN's four regional economic commissions are also fostering water

resource development activities.

Projects and research related to the integrated development of flood control,

irrigation, navigation and power facilities are being carried 'ut by the UN
Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East. Its Bureau of Flood Control and

Water Resources Development is making, for example, country-by-country surveys of

river basin development. It also publishes technical information on water

resources, convenes technical conferences, and works with governments of the

region on water problems. In recent years the Bureau has given special attention

to the Lower Mekong River Basin project.

In Europe, problems of water pollution control have been studied by the

secretariats of the UN Economic Commission for Europe, the FAO and the WHO;

suggestions that might serve as a basis for discussion by governments interested

in the establishment of international river pollution control bodies have been

drawn up. ECE has also studied hydro-power resources and ways of reducing costs

of hydroelectric stations.

The Economic Commission for Latin America Zo working with the UN technical
assistance bureau and the World Meteorological Organization in studying water
development potentialities in various countries. On the basis of a questionnaire

sent to all governments of the area, an introductory paper on the area' a water
resources has been prepared.

The newest regional body -- the Economic Commission for Africa - will make
studies of water and other natural resources, where such research has not already

been undertaken or is incomplete. As a first step, it has asked UNESCO to com-
pile a bibliography of surveys made so far and draw attention to major gaps
needing national or international attention.

(more)
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Cft UN Headquarters, a Water Resources Development Cente~r has been set up to

serve as the focal point for concerted actin among the'UI and related agencies

and services in the field of water resources; its functions are described in the

first part of this release-7

(Note: Photographs illustrating this release may be ordered from
the UN Photo Distribution Uit, Room 989.)
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R1EM, i

I can't resist the tempation to send
you this. It *s the highest tribute which
was ever paid to the Bank's economic research
activities and it comes from the U.S. Delegatioz
at the U.N. I think you would enjoy reading
it.

I only hope that even in its revised
form the ECOSOC resolution will not mean that
we have to work hard to help the U.N. write
a report...

F rom L. B. Rist
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. oit DATE: August 5, 1959

FROM: Richard H. Downth

SUBJECT: ECOSOC Resolution CI rning Economic Research Technique,

Attached are two documents sent to me by Dr. Lopes-Herrarte from
Geneva. Attachment NAO(1) is a draft resolution proposed by the United
States; attachment *A*(2) is the resolution as redrafted and approved.
It will be noted that the resolution actually approved omits azw
reference to the Bank and is directed primarily at obtaining an evalua-
tion of techniques used by the United Nations itself.

Attachments (2)



Evaluation of Economic Research Techniques in the UN

Draft Resolution Relating to Item _4

The Economic and Social Council

Reaffirming the importance, nationally and internationally, of

sound and substantial progress in the economic development 
of the

less developed countries,

Recognizin the necessity for aequate economic statistics

and other pertinent current data and for appropriate and 
sound

economic studies as aids in the consideration of investment 
and

.evelopment policies and actions by governments and individual

domestic and foreign investors,

Considering the extensive experience of the International 
Bank

for Reconstruction and Development and other specialized 
agencies

in conducting practical economic studies and surveys,

1. Notes that there is a large and ever-increasing number

of economic studies and surveys undertaken or contemplated by the

United Nations and its subsidiary bodies relating to the economic

ievelopment of the less developed countries;

2, Draws the attention of member governments to the need in

many countries for developing accurate economic statistics 
and

other pertinent current data as an essential basis for economic

studies and surveys;

3. Requests the Secretary General to undertake a searching

evaluation of the economic research techniques being used in the

United
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United Nations and its subsidiary bodies, their applicability to-

countries in different stages of development and the possibilities

and limitations of these methods in the conduct of such economic

studies and surveys as may be undertaken;

14. Invites the Secretary General, in preparing such an

evaluation, (to consult with the iternational Bank for Reconstruction

and Development and othe Jappropriate specialized agencies 
which

have had extensive experience in conducting economic studies 
and

urveys in connection with carrying on their responsibilities;

5. Further requests the Secretary General to prepare a

report of his findings for submission to the Economic 
and Social

Council at its 30th Session.
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Twenty-eighth session Du- ldistribution
Agenda item 4

C O-ORDINLTI ON COIIT?

G1IWRAL R_,IhW OF TIE IEVLOZNKT AND C-ORIXKITION
OF TEE ECONOBIC, SOCIAL AND HUPAN RIGHTS PROGRA1Ms AND ^CTIVITI1S

OF THE UNiTD NATIONS AND TH& SPsCIALIZED AGMNCEB AS A WHOIZ

)Ivaluation oftechniques of long-term economic projoctions
AfghaJista. Costa Rtea. France. Now Zeiland. Sudan and the United States of America

draft rosolution

The Economic and Social Council,

.Roeaffir r the imaportance of sound and substantial progress in the
economic development of the less developed countries,

Zeclaijzj the necessity for adequate economic statistics and other
pertinent current data and 'for appropriate and sound economic studies as
aids in the considorption of investment and development policies and
actionij by governments and individuel domestic and foreign investors,

1. Draws thf attention of Member Governments to the continuing need
in many countrios for developing accurate economic statistics and other
pertinent current data as an essential basis for economic studies and
suW veys;

2. Requests the Secretary-General to undertake, in consltation with
the appropriate 6pecizlized agencies and other competent organizations, an
evaluation of the techniques of long-term economic projections Currently
used in the United Nations and its subsidiary bodies, their applieability
to countries in different stages of development and the possibilities and
limitations of these techniques;

3. Further requests the Secretary-Genoral to submit to the Council
at its thirtieth session an initial report giving a suvmaary account of
such projections made to date and the problems encountered in their
preparation, to be followed by other progress reports as appropriate.
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: File$ DATE: Jvne Us. 1959

FROM: Richard H. Demuth

SUBJECT: Notes on Meeting Held with Representatives of United Nations Department
of Economic mnd Social Affairs, Technical .istawe Organization and
Technical Assistane. Board

Dr. Lopes-Merrarte and I had a meeting on June 5 with the top offi-
cials of the United Nations dealng with economic and technical assistance
matters, incliuing Messrs. de Seynes, Narasiman, Heurtematte, Bloch, 3131,
NeDiaridk and Goldscimidt. This was one of a series of periodic mesWnge
in which the Bank representatives describe major developments in Bank
activities and a similar presentation is made by the United Nations. Among
the points brought out by the United Nations which may be of intereet to
various departents of the Bank are the following:

1. kekng River. A United Nations resident mission has been estb-
lished to supervise this project. The head of the mission is Mr. Hart
Schaaf, former UR/TAB Resident Representative in the Philippines. An
engineering advisory committee has been created for the project, one amber
of which is Mr. Poulson (?) of the U.S. Poulson is about to retire and
there is some feeling that his successor should be an eonomist. The Bank
ay be approached to nwminate someone for this position or possibly to

designate a rember of its staff to serve on the advisory committee. Mr. de
Seynes said that no decision had been reached on this matter and that there
was nothing for the Bank to do about it at the present time.

2. o. The UN/TAB Resident Representative has advised the
United Nations that the CISIR wants the Technical Assistance Program to
provide a director to succeed Godwin upon his retirement. Mr. Goldnebadt
said that there was considerable pressure being put on the U.N. to this end
and asked the position of the Bank. I replied that the Bank's position had
already been made abundantly clear, namely that we felt that, as of the
time of Godwin's retirement, management of the Institute should be taken
over by the Ceylonese, although further advisory assistance might be desir-
able. Hessrs. d. Seynes and Heurtematte agreed with the Bank's position.

Mr. Goldsoheidt mentioned that the U.N. had two power experts in
Ceylon and that a report had been prepared by one of tha, a Mr. Pfeifer.
He agreed to send us a copy of this report.

3. India. The U.N. expressed its gratitude to the Bank for sug-
gesting Mr. for the Calcutta port project and for helping to brief
himl a copy of his report will be sent to us. The U.N. is giving fellow-
ships to 30 or 40 young Indian engineers to go to the U.S.S.R. for training
to operate the Soviet steel mill. They consider this a good way to use the
U.S.S.R. ruble contribution to the Tocanieal Assistance Progrea.
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4. Pakisln. A United Natmns e.pert has prepared a report on a
00.4 proJect -W-mw provide an attraive opportnity for private in-
vestment. The U.N. felt that IFC might be interested in tis project.
A copy of the report will be sent to us.

The U.1. has been asked to xqnig ant is seeking to awruit to
top-3evel pomer and frrigatIn experts, one of when will serve as seior
advisor to GbAlse Farouk as Chaiman of the Power Atherity sad the oer
of wham will serve the East Pakistan Autherity.

5. Indns ia The V.N. is proposing to mad a staff men to
Indonesia to ;Nam4 the over-all geaornmnt-oad induwtry picture. Ttwy
ame also atteqpting to recruit for a short-tern 4issim a top-level finan-
cial adviser. Mr. van Zealand was approahed but is not vailMbl. They
axe now trying to recruit Mr. Gatt. Mr. do Soynes, upon hearing this re-
port from his on thnial assistance staff, said he questim d ihoter
anva* of this charaeter should be or would be seat.

6. 'he PhIU a. The +ohnioa1 assistance people saM that
their PhIlippine program was "in bad shape." One of their preblams r-
lates to an iron and steel project which is to be operated by the govocs-
mant. The United States has apparently refused to fimns. the project
because it will be goverawnt-owned. The United Natiow bas been asked
for a nmber of teohuiam l prts for the projoet but the request is in
abeyance bease finanoing for the projeet is not in sight. The United
Nations would like to have any infornamtion absout th project availab3
within the Bank.

The U.N. also referred to a resnorees surV. ey said that the
first half of this aarvwy We been fanmed by ICA but that tmy beliovvd
the United Nations ma be requested to undetake the esenmd half of the
Warve.

7. Vietnam. The U.N. is trying to recruit Mr. Lips for Viotnm.
Same diHfI-MW-d arisen beause Lips mints a fivo-year powlent.
Mr. d Se nos instrusted his staff to attempt to work out a contract with
Lipe.

The U.N. was unaware of the Ford Fouwdation interest in providing
01zm.i adviser, to Vietnam. I suggested that, in order to avoid ovor-

lapping, Mr. Hourtmatte shold call a metng of the Bank, the Ford
Foundation and the United atiens for am time during the week of
Jvuu 1i to disuss who does what and said that I felt sure that
Mr. Cargill would be i4ing to attend moh a meting. Kr. Heurtmatte
said that he would be &lad to do this.
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8. Thailand. U.N. industrial experts in ThailAd we preparing
several rep~orrs" Mh the U.N. believe may be of interest to us and
which they will send to us when comleted.

9. Koma. The Teahnical Assistance Organisation is taking over
the MRA W R ota in order to finish thon off.

10. ag . The United Nations has been requested to provide
assistaxne to an Applied Bsearch Institute, which has been estalished
in part on the basis of advice 4vean tV Dr. Gowin. The U.N. asked
whether we would wish to join in supporting this Institute. I replied
that I was quite sure we would not want to accept responsibility for
any more projects of this type.

Xa.Li . The United Nations has received a number of requests
from Lbya under the OPE program. This is the new program under whiah
the United Nations has been authorized to furnish a linited ambea of
persmnnel to serve in administrative and executive capaoities in mnmber
countries. Mr. 1ald is to go out for the United Natimns as eoamic
adviser to the government. His name was suggested by the State Depart-
ment and the I4F and he is highly regarded by the United Nations.
(Note: Messrs. Prasad and Wright briefed Mr. Hald recently. They had
a s=what less enthusiastic reaction to him.)

12. Guinea. Mr. Adrian Pelt, a high official of the United
Nations, is % sent to Chinea for a short period to serve as Special
Representative of the Secretary General. The United Nations al" ex-
paets to send in a few "fast-fianding missioan in eder to aseertain
uhat is being dme and what surveys are available. The U.N. also
expects to send in several experts under the OPEI progrn. A paper is
being prepared describing the program to be carried out in Guinea and
this will be sent to us. The program is intended to be kept fluid in
view of the possibility of the return of a substantial number of French
experts. Mr. de Seynes, in camenting on this program, said that he
considered the Guinea situation to be a "hot one' and that the U.N. is
"trying to get it back to reasonable temperature.' At another point he
described the U.N. program as having elucidating and aeutralizing
funotion." It was mentioned in pthat Mr. van der Bergh (?) may
go to Guinea as a U.N. tax "xprt.

13. EGLA gro . Reference ws made to the resolution
pssed at the recent A matin Panama requesting that ECLA set up
a planning group to help govermienta in their planning operation=.
Acaording to Mr. de Seynes, ECLA now intends "to get down from a macro-
econamic approach" and be more practical. The ECLA proposal is to use
both its own staff and personnel recruited ad hoc as a joint team which



would go to asountaies for varying periods, from four meaths to a year, to
help in setting up planning mahinery and to work out methdelogy. Thses
t.sms would not be intended to work on policy problems. One such toe is
presently in Golom a and another is in (or abont to go to) Cuba.

14. Costa Rica. Costa Rica has asked %be U.N. for a fiswal ad-
viser and a general oomnai adviuer.

15. Bolivia. Bolivia has asked the United Nations for a plarmin
group on a large scale. The U.N. proposes to send Helrtematte to La Paz
in the late .umr to see what can be done nd will take no action on the
request in the meantiim.

16. Panama. The U.N. has received several requests from Panme
for experts iF the OPI program, including one on planning.

17. Ecuador. The U.N. is neeki for a successor to Pmy Alvareu
in the Pl anoiww3ice. A Mr. Nunn () b formerly served in &AWsil)
has been proposed by the U.N. and aecepted by the Zouadoreans but, for
some reason not specified, he may not be sent.

13. Vwnwsuela. The United Nations is undertaking a 4 million
program of +a M1 assistance to Vensala; of this amount, the U.N. is
putting up $290,000 itself and the remainde is being put up by the
Venezuelan giverment. Dillon Myer is head of the United Nations tea,
with particular responsibility for the public adinistration group.
Mr. 3mith, former Finance Secretary of Singapore, is adviser on fiscal
administration. Mr. Heurteuatto described the program as a *massive
operatius" but he said that, on the basis of personal investigation in
Caracas, be was convinced that it was a very orderly program and that all
the experb could be absorbed. He said that great enthusiasm was being
shown by both goverment and experts and particularly by Dillon MWer.
Mr. Philip Schereschewsky has been proposed for industrial adviser for
Venesuela.

19. Haiti. The U.N. described their progrn as "in a mess." The
Haitians are now talking with TAB about designating a resident representa-
tive in Haiti who would also act as economic and planning adviser.

20. Jamaica. Mr. George Cadbury is finishing his economic ad-
visory work S-7aica this summr.

21. Trinidad. Trinidad has asked the United Nations for a short-
term port expert.

22. arazil. The U.N. is trying to find an expert to advise
Brazil on it Nox2leste plan.

cMDtR

00: Messrs. Knapp, Aldewereld, Cope, fist, Rosen, Rucinaki and Schmidt



Mr. H. van Helden April 29, 1959

A. Wubnig

United Nations Transport Economics Division

1. At Mr. Dezuth's suggestion, I was visited last week by
Mr. Ehrenroot, a Swedish national, who is chief of a fransport
Economics Division now being established at UN. It wil be attach-
ed to the Bureau of Economic Affairs, and will work slosely with the
Inland Transport uommittees of ECE, ECAFi, ECIA, and EGA, and with
other international agencies, such as ICAO and IMCO, which are oon-
cerned with particular fields of transportation.

2. Mr. Ehrenroot wishes to make full use of the Benk staff'a
knowledge of the transport economics of particular eountries. Ins-
diately, he wishes to consult us regarding a future seninar on African
transport which will be held at Addis Ababa, the seat of the newly *a-
tablished Lconomic Commission for Lfrica.

3. In particular, Mr. Ebrenroot would like me to meet his staff
to discuss some of *he main problems of African transport in order to
help start planning the seminar. He has suggested my visiting him in
New York for this purpose in the near future, and is prepared to come
to WLahinigton in his turn for further discussions.

4. I believe we ought to comply with Mr. Ehrenroot's request,
taking care, however, not to get the Bank committed to any definite
setup, work program, or policy. No such danger exists, I believe;
Mr. Ehrenroott s only ooncern seems to be to have us help him develop
an agenda, not to involve us in a UN venture.

5. When I montioned this matter to Mr. Demuth today, he said
that he thought it was a good idea which could properly be followed up.

AWubnigims

oce !Xessrs. Squire
Demuth
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EC 131/2(6) 
27 April 1959

Dear Enrique,

In the absenceff Mr. Hill, may I, with thanks, acknowledge

your letter of 23 Apnl 1959, relevant to resolution 1323 (XIII)
of the General Assemlty, Please be assured that your paper
is most helpful and lost welcome.

Since our reprt under this resolution will not so much
deal with things thst are acgally being done, nor will it
describe resolution3 actually adopted, but instead, will mainly
concentrate on projosals that can be described as important
"pending business" we plan to use the first part of your
statement dealing vith increasing development finance, which forms
the bulk of your statement. The last paragraph of section 1 is
already dealt wit1, because it is mentioned in the U.S. reply
which we have undor resolution 1316 (XIII) and which under
resolution 1323 wa are asked to take into account in this report.
This relates to -he question of the International Development
Association.

Section 2 of your statement, dealing with technical
assistance is a description of what tbaBank is doing now,
particularly the Development Institute. Since this does not
seem to come under the heading of "pending business", I hope you
will not mind if we do not include it in the report.

Yours sincerely,

H.W. Singer
Principal Officer on Special Duty,
Office of the Under-Secretary for
Economic and Social Affairs.

Mr. Enrique Lopez-Herrarte
Liaison Officer
Technical Assistance and Liaison Staff
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
1818 H Streetl N.W.
Washington 25, D.C.
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

DECLA 1E77 Sec159-74

DEC 0 7 2020

FROM: The Secretary WBG ARCHIVES April 28, 1959

PROVISIONAL SUMMARY RECORD OF YETING OF ECONOYIC AND
SOCIAL COUNCIL AT WHICH REPORTS OF INTERNATIONAL BANK
FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELO1iiENT AND INTERNATIONAL
FINANCE CORPORATION WERE CONSIDERED.

MEXICO CITY, APRIL 10, 19S9

(The sunmary proceedings below followed the address made by Mr. Black

(Sec/59-67 dated April 8, 1959). Certain statements, insofar as they made
no reference to the Bank or IFC have been omitted. )

MR. NAVARRETE (Mexico) The fiscal year 1957/58 had been the most
active in the Bank's history. It had granted thirty-four loans amounting in all
to nearly 500 million, which was twice the annual average of the first ten years,
and the latest available information showed that the expansion was continuing.

During its twelve and a half years of operation, the Bank had granted loans
totalling $4,300 million, more than three-fifths of which had been assigned for
investment in under-developed areas. Those loans, while enabling the borrowing
countries to increase their productive capacity and raise their living standards,
had also had favourable effects on the industrialized countries, since their
industries had exported the capital goods necessary for the execution of the
projects financed by the Bank and would, in the years to come be able to sell
more to the under-developed countries because the real income of the latter was
being increased.

The financial year 1957-58 had also been the Bank's most active one on the
international capital market. It had issued new bonds totalling '650 million
in twenty-six countries, the participants including both banking institutions
and private investors. Outside participation in the Bank's loans - without
the Bank's guarantee - had risen by 50 per cent, after having fallen during
the two preceding financial years. On several occasions the Bank had granted
loans to borrowers who had simultaneously sold bond issues on the United States
market. It was to be hoped that those operations would continue to expand, as
they pointed the way to new methods of financing economic development.

Distribution

I.B.R.D. Executive Directors and Alternates I.F.C. President
President Vice President
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The results obtained by the Bank were the more remarkable as the economic
situation had been highly unfavourable to the primary producer countries. After
an uninterrupted expansion since 1952, world trade during 1958 had declined both
in volume and value and the under-developed countries had been the worst
sufferers. The rate of growth of industrial production had again dropped in
1958 in all regions, principally by reason of the recession in the United States.
Imports, however, had fallen less in the United States than in Western Europe,
where there had been a drop of 7 per cent. Between the first quarter of 1957
and the middle of 1958 the international price index of primary commodities had
declined by 10 per cent, while the average prices of manufactures had increased
by approximately 1 per cent. Thus the countries exporting raw materials and
importing manufactured goods had suffered a loss in their importing capacity
amounting to approximately three times the value of the loans which the Bank
had granted to them in 1957/58. Their gold, dollar and sterling reserves had
declined and, despite the allocation of foreign credits, their investment
programmes, particularly in the infra-structure projects financed in the public
sector had been seriously affected. The Bank thus had a greater obligation
than ever to intensify its efforts, in order to help the under-developed
countries in overcoming those serious difficulties.

In that connexion, Mexico's experience had proved satisfactory. It had
received substantial medium-term commercial bank loans for financing projects
which had to be paid for largely in domestic currency. With the help of
foreign development loans in certain key sectors, it had been able to diversify
its economy and establish many manufacturing industries capable of supplying
part of the capital equipment needed for further industrialization. It was
particularly fortunate that the Bank had authorized Mexico to apply a significant
part of a recent loan towards the acquisition of domestically produced equipment.
The foreign exchange would pay for raw materials purchased abroad for the use of
local industry.

Another favourable development had been the strengthening of the gold and
dollar reserves of the Western European countries, which had recently enab~ed
them to make their currency convertible on outside markets. That development,
to which the Bank had contributed, should encourage those countries to increase
their assistance to the developing areas.

Lastly, the Mexican Government welcomed the decision to double the Bank's
capital which showed that Member States were determined to speed the development
of the world economy.

MR. SCHURMANN (Netherlands) said that the Netherlands Government regretted
that the cautions policy of the International Finance Corporation obliged it to
restrict its activities to the relatively more advanced of the less-developed
countries. For example, the IFC had not yet made any investment in an African
country. Yet it had been created for the promotion of economic development in
all the under-developed countries.

The loan of one and a half million dollars for the construction of a steel
forging plant in India seemed to indicate a turn toward greater flexibility.
Although the Statute of the IFC made no provision for investment in share
capital, the loan contract provided that, after four years, payment of interest
on the debt would be contingent on the amount of earnings. It was to be hoped
that the IFC would continue along those lines in the future and that a greater
number of countries in all continents would benefit from its activities.

Sec. 59-159
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The activities of the International Bank, during the year under review,

had continued to cover an ever-widening range. The geographical distribution
of loans was becoming better balanced every year and an increasing number of
the Bank's operations, both active and passive, had been carried out in
currencies other than the dollar. Africa had already received a certain number
of loans, but it was to be hoped that, as a result of the appeal from the
Economic Commission for Africa, the Bank would give that continent special
attention.

The non-lending activities of the Bank had also increased in importance.
It had been a major factor in the success of the negotiations leading to a
settlement of the terms of compensation to be paid in consequence of the
nationalization of the Suez Canal. It had also met many requests for technical
assistance, and the Economic Development Institute, now fully financed out of
the Benkts Thnds as a regular part of its activities, had been training officials
of the less-developed countries in economic administration. Lastly, the Bank
had co-operated with the United Nations Special Fund.

It was gratifying to note that the Western European countries were becoming
increasingly important as buyers of the Bank's bond issues. Private Western
European banks had participated in certain operations, such as the loan of
$15 million to Petroleos Mexicanos for the purchase of capital equipment.

The most important event of the year had been the Bank's decision to
increase its capital from $10,000 million to 021,000 million. The Netherlands
Government warmly supported that decision. With its increased resources, the
Bank could play an even more vital part than before. The Bank would also have
more resources available through the release envisaged by certain member
countries of the 18 per cent of their subscriptions which was payable in local
currency. The Netherlands Government, for one, intended to release the balance
of that portion of its share within the next few years. As a result of the
external convertibility of the guilder, its contribution would be freely
convertible into any currency.

MR. EICKELL (Finland) noted that the Bank had been very active in 1957/58
and that, in all likelihood, its operations during the next financial year would
be even more extensive. In granting long-term loans amounting to a considerable
total, the Bank had stimulated the direct flow of international private capital;
in certain cases, for example, the Bank's bond issues had been accompanied by
private issues. Having regard to this expansion of the Bank's activities,
the Board's approval of the proposal that it should double its capital was
highly welcome. He hoped, moreover, that the external convertibility of most
of the Western European currencies would help to widen the Bank's borrowing
possibilities on the world capital markets and allow effective use to be made
of the 18 per cent portion of their subscriptions which Member States would
gradually release. Finland, for its part, had agreed in February 1959 to
the gradual conversion of that portion of its subscription into any currency
which the Bank might require for its operations. In that connexion, he
recalled that the Bank had recently granted Finland a new loan, the seventh
in ten years, which would be used for the development of the Finnish pulp and
paper industry. The loan showed that the Bank shared the Finnish Government's
confidence in that industry.

Sec: 59-159
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The International Finance Corporation performed a very useful function
in supplementing the work of the Bank and the Fund. It was to be congratulated
on the wise and flexible manner in which it was diversifying its investments.

MR. DUDLEY (United Kingdom) paid a tribute to the part played by the
International Bank in the economic development of the under-developed countries.

The United Kingdom Government had from the outset given the Bank its
wholehearted support. Its subscription was second only to that of the United
States. The 2 per cent of that subscription paid in gold was over X9 million
sterling, and the 18 per cent payable in sterling amounted to nearly %84 million.
Almost the whole of the latter sum had been set aside by the Bank for loans to
countries of the Sterling Commonwealth. Since the United Kingdom Government
had agreed to a more rapid rate for the use of its sterling contribution, over
half of the sums earmarked for those countries had already been invested, and
only about %10 million remained to be spent. Furthermore, as the result of a
recent decision, borrowers were now at liberty, subject to the limitations
imposed by the Bank itself to use the funds derived from the United Kingdom's
subscription to finance imports from any country.

The Bank's report brought out the increase in the volume of its lending
operations. That increase was welcome, for it would undoubtedly speed up the
progress of the less developed countries.

There was an ever-increasing flow of private capital from different parts
of the world to the Bank, which in its turn lent those funds in various countries.
The Bank had acquired an excellent reputation both as a borrower and as a lender.

The United Kingdom had given its strongest support to the proposal to
double the Bank's capital. The legislative action needed to enable it to pay
its new subscription had now been completed, and it was to be hoped that all the
Governments concerned would similarly be able to secure the appropriate
authorizations. The United Kingdom Government also welcomed the decision to

enable Canada, the Federal Republic of Germany and Japan to increase their
subscriptions to the Bank's capital to a proportionately greater extent than
other countries. That decision reflected the importance of the part played
by those countries in the world economy.

The Bank also continued to render most useful services in connexion with
technical assistance. The Economic Development Institute held training courses
which had been attended by many senior officials from territories dependent upon
the United Kingdom and would make its staff available for a seminar on economic
development to be held in Jamaica in summer 1959. In addition the Bank had met
various requests for survey or advisory missions. For example a survey mission
was to go to Tanganyika in June 1959. Lastly, the Bank had established working
arrangements with the United Nations Special Fund.

The United Kingdom had also given its support to the International Finance
Corporation and, as in the Bank's case, made the second largest contribution.
IFC had invested a large portion of its funds in Latin America and had, inter
alia, financed two projects in Mexico, where it had applied the very sound
policy of denominating its loans half in dollars and half in pesos. While
IFC was as yet operating on a relatively modest scale, there was every reason
to think that its activities would expand greatly in the future, especially
in view of the high quality of its management.

Sec. 59-159
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Mr. PINES RUBIO (Spain) said that the International Bank's
intensive activities were clearly reflected in the fact that during the
previous year the loans it had granted had amounted to no less than 75 per
cent more than the average figure for the three preceding financial years.
The recent recession in the United States, which had had an effect on the
economic position of many countries, had ended and the Bank was preparing to
expand its activities. In that connexion, the relationship between the Bank
and the Development Loan Fund was of particular importance.

Spain's bilateral relations with the United States had enabled it to
avail itself of the credit facilities of the Development Loan Fund. It had
received two loans: one for the development of its railways and the other
for rural development. The Development Loan Fund, which granted loans for
projects with which the Export-Import Bank did not concern itself, was an
important source of funds and he hoped that its capital would be increased.
Moreover, it was to be hoped that the United States would accept the Bank's
suggestion that an International Development Association should be set up,
for that institution would make it possible for the less developed countries
to receive long-term loans repayable in local currency.

There was every reason to believe that the circumstances which had
compelled the Bank to increase its interest rate to 6 per cent in October 1957
would not recur. The reduction to 5 3/8 per cent in May 1958 augured well
for the future.

His delegation was most appreciative of the reference in the Bank's
report to Spain's subscription of 1,000 shares of capital stock with a total
par value of $100 million. It had informed the Bank that it was prepared to
support the proposed increase of the Bank's capital.

Mr. PHILLIPS (United States of America) said that the International Bank's
report of its operations during the previous year was a record of outstanding
achievement. The Bank had achieved the highest rate of lending in its history,
having committed loans to a total of almost 3700 million to less developed
countries. It was indeed a truly international financing institution capable
of providing large amounts of capital to countries in the process of
development.

The chief recommendation in the Bank's report - that there should be a
substantial increase in its capital in order to strengthen its capacity to
borrow funds for financing economic development in member countries - was
nearing fulfilment. The United States' portion of the proposed capital
increase had already been approved by the Congress. Similar action by other
members of the Bank could confidently be hoped for.

Perhaps the most significant aspect of the loans which the Bank had made
in the recent past was the preponderant support which it was giving to the
less developed nations. Of the twelve countries aided between 1 July 1958 and
31 January 1959 three had been in Asia, two in Africa, five in Latin America
and two in Europe. Even more noteworthy was the fact that of the $441 million
lent during that period $322 million, or 73 per cent, had gone to the less
developed countries.
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The observer from the Philippines had informed the Council that of the

$34.,000 million of United States capital invested abroad 90 per cent had gone
to Canada, 7 per cent to Latin America and 3 per cent to the rest of the world.
In point of fact, in 1957, 35 per cent had been invested in Latin America,
33 per cent in Canada, 16 per cent in Western Europe, 9 per cent in the
Middle East and Africa and 7 per cent in the rest of the world.

Apart from its financing activities, the Bank performed many other
important functions on behalf of newly developing countries. A special
tribute should be paid to it and to its President for their constructive role
in international diplomacy and for having used their good offices to promote
the amicable settlement of difficult economic controversies between member
Governments. The satisfactory conclusion of arrangements for the payment of
compensation arising out of the nationalization of the Suez Canal was a case
in point.

The International Finance Corporation (IFC) had made an encouraging
though modest beginning. It was intended to be a catalytic agent to encourage
the flow of private capital into productive enterprise. It had already in-
vested in a number of enterprises in different countries. There was every
indication that the IFC would find a useful role among the expanding number
of international and national agencies which were marshalling the financial
resources of the free world for development purposes.

The agreement reached a few days earlier to establish an Inter-American
Bank with an initial capital of $1,000 million was a new milestone along the
road of economic co-operation among the American States. The United States
hoped that the new Bank would profit from the experience of the International
Bank and make a similar contribution to economic development in the Western
Hemisphere.

Mr. ABELIN (France) said that the Bank's activities had shown remarkable
progress during the previous year, when its loans had amounted to $711 million
as against $396 million in the preceding twelve-month period. Its methods had
become more flexible and its conditions less stringent. The proposed increase
in the Bank's capital, which would enable it to make more extensive loans,
for the benefit of the under-developed countries, met with France's approval
and the necessary steps to increase France's quota would be taken in due course.

The pattern of the Bank's loans appeared to indicate that most of the
funds were invested in infrastructure programmes in the beneficiary States and
that few loans were made to promote processing industries. When the French
Government granted loans, it was careful to ensure that processing industries
received their fair share. Mr. Black could perhaps explain the reason for
the Bank's policy in that matter.

The Bank was apparently experiencing some difficulty because of the lack
of economic development plans. It would be useful if the Bank could help to
prepare such plans, the lack of which rendered the process of industrialization
more difficult. Closer co-ordination between the international financial organs
and technical assistance units was also desirable.
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With regard to the geographical distribution of the Bank's loans, he wasglad to note that $110 million had been lent to African countries. Theeconomic development of Africa should be encouraged and the Bank's loans woulddo much to produce successful results.

France hoped that the International Finance Corporation, which had juststarted operating, would increase its activities and direct them towardssectors of the economy and enterprises which in its view should be encouraged.

Mr. ORTIZ MARTIN (Costa Rica) said that Costa Rica had obtained loansfrom the Bank to a total of $6.5 million, which it had used to import capitalgoods such as fertilizers, farm machinery and equipment for light industry.Unfortunately the drop in the world market price of the primary productsexported by Costa Rica made it impossible for his country to increase itscapital for the purpose of promoting the development of its natural resources.In view of the fact that the prospects of foreign capital investment were notbright, Costa Rica had to obtain loans. They were, however, becoming more andmore difficult to obtain and delays would only serve to reduce the beneficialeffect they might have on the country's economy. Steps should be taken tospeed up the procedure for the granting of loans, so that the funds could beput to immediate use where they would do the most good.

Mr. ZAjHIUDLDIN AHMED (Pakistan), noting the substantial expansion inthe activities of both the Bank and the IFC, expressed the hope that thoseactivities would continue to gain momentum. During the year under reviewthe Bank had made three loans to Pakistan which would assist in the developmentof vital sectors of its economy. They reflected increased emphasis on basicdevelopment and, in particular, on assisting development banks within thevarious recipient countries. The Pakistan Industrial Credit and InvestmentCorporation, which was responsible for organizing investment for the country'sindustrial development, had had the benefit not only of a Bank loan but alsoof a similar loan from the Development Loan Fund. It would continue torequire assistance from both those institutions.

The increase in the authorized capital of the Bank, together with theincrease in IMF quotas, reflected the growing need for more capital to assistthe development of the under-developed countries. The establishment by theUnited States of the Development Loan Fund, too, gave promise of more finan-cial assistance, as did the United Nations Special Fund. All those effortsrepresented a laudable advance in international financial co-operation.

The financial resources and institutions which had recently come to thefore were predominantly public or governmental. Not enough had yet been doneto give impetus to the flow of private capital to the under-developed
countries. It was inevitable, moreover, that the public sector should bethe one to receive the bulk of assistance, since it embraced the mostpressing needs, such as irrigation, power, communications and so forth.The Bank should encourage the flow of private capital by intensifying itsefforts to secure the participation of private banks in financing the projectsit assisted. The IFC, as the principal financial institution dealing with theprivate sector of economic development, should be expanded and its capitalincreased as soon as practicable.
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Pakistan hoped that the Bank would continue to provide resources for
economic development and guidance in solving difficult international monetary
problems. It was grateful to the Bank for using its good offices in the
matter of the allocation of canal waters between India and Pakistan and hoped
that that issue would be resolved in an equitable manner. The visit the Bank
was planning to make to India and Pakistan would be most helpful and he wished
it every success.

Since loans granted by the Bank for basic development were by definition
long-term loans, interest on them represented a substantial element of the
cost of development. Although he recognized that the Bank had to operate
according to rates at which it could borrow on the world market, he hoped that
it would consider the possibility of reducing the amount of interest to be paid
on loans, and, in particular the commission charge.

Mr. SERANO (Chile) stressed the importance of the collaboration of the
Bank with the United Nations Special Fund. Chile had consistently supported
the establishment of the latter and hoped that it would expand its operations
and meet the expectations of the under-developed countries. The present
situation of the Special Fund, which was of course still in the experimental
stage, was far from satisfactory. The Bank should devote special attention to
assisting and guiding it, especially as the initial difficulties impeding the
Bank's participation in the Fund's activities had now been resolved.

Chile shared the general approval of the increase in the Bank's
authorized capital and hoped that the wider margin of manoeuvrability thus
created would enable the Bank to participate to a greater extent in development
plans. The participation of the Bank in the newly-created Inter-American
Development Bank would have a great impact on the economic development of
Latin America.

Chile had made great efforts to achieve sound financing of public
utilities, but it should be recognized that the under-developed countries
found it very difficult to fix adequate utility rates which would enable
utilities to cover the real cost of their services.

Unfortunately the Bank's operations were frequently characterized by
delays and unnecessary complications. Those delays might be due not only to
the complexity of the problems with which it had to cope but to a shortage of
staff to handle its expanded activities. He hoped that it would consider an
increase in staff if necessary.

The countries of Latin America regarded the Bank as much more than a
financial institution. They appreciated its role in the problems of the Suez
Canal and in certain questions dividing India and Pakistan, and hoped that it
would further expand its activities as a major organ of international co-
operation. It would be useful, for example, for the Bank to undertake a
thorough study of the total needs of the world for capital.

Mr. Mohamed AHMED (Sudan) reviewed the achievements of the Bank in the
fiscal year 1957-1958 and expressed the hope that its loan activities would
continue to expand and that it would play an even more active part in assisting
development projects.
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The share of agriculture in Bank loans had dropped in the period
under review as compared with the share of power, transport and industry.
While it was true that development in those fields assisted agriculture
and widened the markets for agricultural products, his delegation would
like to see an increase in direct loans to agriculture and irrigation,
which were of special interest to primary-producing countries.

With regard to the geographical distribution of loans, he recalled his
earlier statements in which he had urged that special consideration should
be given to the countries of Africa in the light of their relative needs.
He recognized, however, that the relative share of Africa had been increased,
although only one-seventh of the total of Bank loans had gone to that
continent. He was not denying the right of other countries to Bank funds,
nor was he implying that loans should be made to Africa at the expense of
others. Priority should be given where the need was more pronounced and
where results were guaranteed in the long run. Increased loans to Africa
would not only help the Africans to help themselves; they were a prerequisite
to the flow of private capital.

The Sudanese delegation had been particularly impressed by the excellent
results obtained by the Bank in the three principal functions in which it had
been actively engaged. The first was the joint financing of projects by the
Bank and government agencies and by the Bank and private financing insti-
tutions. The Bank's collaboration with the Development Loan Fund would speed
the implementation of projects and reduce the pressure on the Bank's resources.
It would also widen the scope of its operations and provide enough capital for
large-scale projects. Since DLF loans were repayable in the currency of the
borrowing countries, the strain on their foreign exchange reserves would be
greatly relieved.

Secondly, the Sudan had been impressed by the Bank's assistance in
establishing other financial institutions to supplement its operations, such
as the International Finance Corporation and the new Inter-American
Development Bank. It had also been co-operating fruitfully with the United
Nations Special Fund and providing material aid to national banking
institutions.

Finally, the Bank was to be commended for lending its good offices in
mediating in problems of groups of countries. Its success in those operations
was attributable largely to the ability, knowledge and experience o its
President. It should, however, be wary of the political implicaions of
certain matters in which it was called upon to mediate. He was confident that
it would maintain complete impartiality in such questions.

The appointment of resident Bank representatives in various countries
would not only facilitate loan operations but would be useful in connexion with
the formulation of economic policies and general development planning. The
Bank's survey missions to appraise programmes and give advice regarding priori-
ties were also most valuable; the Sudan had recently been host to a number of
such mis sions.

The Bank was to be congratulated upon the increase in its membership, the
doubling of its authorized capital and its increased reliance on currencies
other than United States dollars. The members of the Bank were to be commended
for their response in releasing part of their capital subscriptions payable in
their own currencies.
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MR. BETETA (Mexico) said that his delegation doubted whether the
International Finance Corporation was fulfilling the principal purpose
for which it had been established, namely, the promotion of economic
development by stimulating private enterprise, particularly in under-
developed areas. Its doubts were in no way based on the assistance
Mexico had received from the IFC: indeed, out of eleven loans authorized,
three had gone to exican enterprises and a fourth was being negotiated;
moreover, an exception had been made for Mexico in that the loans were
repayable partially in local currency. Nevertheless, in the past two
years of activity the IFC had made a distinctly limited contribution to
the economic development of the under-developed countries. With a paid-
up capital of a little over $93 million, it had made available to borrowers
the maagre sum of 43,300,000, and out of 235 requests for credit it had
classified only 7 per cent as projects with prospects for immediate action.
The explanation given for the very small proportion of requests met was
that .0 per cent of the 235 sent in were not in conformity with the By-
Laws or policy of the Corporation. As for the remaining 60 per cent, the
IFC report (E13199) stated that they were based on preliminary plans and
did not provide sufficient data on which to base an evaluation of whether
or not they deserved financial support. Such large percentages raised
the question whether it might not be wise to revise the IFC By-Laws or its
policy.

Moreover, the IFC had attributed relatively little importance to the
development of industries owned by the nationals of the borrowing countries.
Indeed, most of the funds loaned had gone to private foreign enterprises
situated in the under-developed countries.

There were, however, certain aspects of the Corporation t s programme
which were deserving of praise., One of those was the sound practice of
making long-term investments on the basis of deferred payments, i.e. with-
out requiring the capital it lent to be amortized within a few years; that
meant that the borrowers could make their payments on the necessary short-
term loans they obtained from other sources before the first instalments
on their loans from the Corporation fell due. Another favourable aspect
was that the Corporation's investments were being combined with larger
amounts of funds furnished by private investors. That did not entirely
coincide with the position set forth in the document published in Washington
in August 1956, in which the Corporation had affirmed that even though it
was able to obtain the funds required to make loans through the sale of its
own bonds it did not plan to make use of them in its early years and that
consequently the funds it had available for immediate investment would be
limited to the amount of its subscribed capital. The position now taken
by the Corporation was preferable, for even with the investment of the
whole of its own capital its contribution to economic development would
be minimal. It should therefore seek to inspire the necessary confidence
to attract additional funds through the sale of its bond issues and, with-
out unduly restricting its loans, should show a balance which could be
respected by business and financial circles. Other optimistic notes were
the affirmation that the Corporation now had sufficient experience to take
greater risks while easing its requirements, and its expressed intention
to use national currencies in larger amounts.
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The Council did well to maintain financing of the economic development
of under-developed countries as a major item of its agenda, for experience
had shown how beneficial were the results of the activities of international
credit institutions as a whole. His Government had participated in the
studies envisaging the establishment of other institutions, such as the
Inter-American Bank, to fill any remaining gaps. Analysis of the means of
providing financing which would best contribute to the rapid economic
development of the under-developed countries should be continued for there
were many ways in which private and public capital could be combined to
that end. The Mexican Government had on occasion expressed its preference
for obtaining international loans of a public character, with a view to
ensuring the channelling of such new funds into the areas of economic
activity which could most directly contribute to national development, but
that did not mean that it was hostile to private initiative. On the
contrary, it not only gave private initiative all the necessary guarantees
but actively encouraged it.

In February of the current year his Government had reviewed its invest-
ment projects and announced its new programme, the most important features of
which were the intention to seek long-term foreign credits to be invested in
the sectors which would do most to increase productivity, and the determina-
tion to continue scrupulously to respect its international financial obliga-
tions. Those considerations, together with the recent acceptance by Mexico
of an Export-Import Bank loan, the negotiations for a loan from the Inter-
national Bank for specific development projects, the loan being considered by
the International Finance Corporation for an iron and steel plant in Mexico,
and the support given by Mexico to the establishment of an inter-American
development organization, showed that his country was eager to compensate
for its financial weaknesses by having recourse to the most appropriate
sources of foreign capital subject to no limitation other than the countryts
capacity to pay and respect for its sovereignty and laws. In order to ensure
that the loans it received did not exceed its capacity to pay, Mexico insisted
that they should be long-term loans and that the projects to which they were
to be applied should have a sufficient productive capacity to ensure their
amortization. Respect for the country's sovereignty and laws required that
capital-exporting countries should abandon the idea that they were entitled
to more favourable treatment than was accorded to national capital. There
must be unequivocal recognition of the right of all peoples to receive loans
without any infringement of their dignity or sovereignty and on the condition
that such loans were truly a means of promoting their economic development
rather than an instrument of intervention in their domestic affairs. His
Government was firmly resolved not to accept any investments or foreign loans
which might be incompatible with those requirements and at the same time was
determined to ensure to present and future direct foreign investments the
protection which the Constitution and Mexican law afforded to private property.
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Mr. BLACK: I want to express deep gratitude on behalf of the Executive
Directors, Managements and Staffs, both of the Bank and of the International
Finance Corporation, for the many kind words which you have spoken about our
operations. Certainly, for my own part, I would be hypocritical if I attempted
to conceal the real pleasure I have derived from your generous praise.

But equally I welcome the statements of constructive criticism that
some of you have made, and I can assure you that your various suggestions
will be carefully considered. For, in this fast-changing world, no insti-
tution, if it is to remain alive, can stand still. Nor can any institution
dealing with the vast and still unsolved problems of economic development
afford to be complacent. What we have succeeded in accomplishing looks
small indeed when measured against what remains still to be accomplished.

* * * * * * * * * * *

I should like to say a few words in response to the statement of the
distinguished delegate of France. The Bank shares the view which he expressed
about the importance of industrialization. A number of our loans have, as
you know, been in support of industry -- in fact, this year to date, almost
20% of our financing has been for industrial projects. But, of course, in
many countries industry can develop rapidly only after the basic utility
facilities have been provided -- power, railroads, ports and the like. In a
very real sense, therefore, many of our utility loans have been loans
facilitating industrial development.

There is a further consideration. Our Articles require a Government
guarantee -- and private enterprise, which is in our view usually the most
appropriate and most effective instrumentality for developing industry, is
often reluctant to take or unable to obtain such a guarantee. This, indeed,
was one of the main reasons why the Bank gave such enthusiastic support to
the creation of IFC. It is also a principal reason why we are supporting and
making substantial loans to local industrial financing institutions throughout
the world.

The case of the Pakistan Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation,
mentioned by the distinguished delegate of France, is not an isolated instance
at all. We are supporting -- indeed we have helped to create -- similar
institutions in many parts of the world -- in India, Turkey, Ethiopia, Ceylon
and Iran, to mention a few and are studying other possibilities in several
countries.

The distinguished delegate of France also suggested as of particular
interest activities of the Bank relating to general programs of development.
We agree with him -- and our staff has devoted much time and attention to
this aspect of our work. Up to now, we have helped no less than 16 countries,
at their request, in drawing up long-term development programs -- and we are
now engaged in, or in preparing for, providing similar assistance for three
more.
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The distinguished delegate of Sudan emphasized in his statement the
importance of agriculture. We agree with him -- and our general survey
mission reports show the extent of that agreement. So far as our loans
are concerned, many more of them are for agriculture than the statistics
show -- for irrigation purposes loom large in our power loans, and agri-
cultural development generally is the object of many of our road loans.

The distinguished delegates of Costa Rica and Chile made a plea for
cutting "red tape" and delay in granting loans. No one dislikes red tape
more than I do. Perhaps on occasion we have been guilty of unnecessary
delays -- although it is a constant effort of management to speed our
business as rapidly as is consistent with sound investment operations.
Certainly we have moved aggressively to build up our staff as the amount
of our business expanded -- in the past several years, to be specific, the
number of our personnel has increased from around 400 to almost 650. I am
proud to say we have been able to accomplish this without diluting the
quality of our work.

Such delays as do occur are in most cases due to quite different
causes. For one thing, the proper planning of large development projects --
including the engineering, financial and marketing aspects. -- is a difficult
and time-consuming activity. It frequently takes much longer than impatient
governments expect. For another thing, delays are frequently caused by the
failure of governments, or governmental agencies, to take legislative or
administrative actions which are necessary prerequisites to Bank investments.

A word now about the policy of the Bank in connection with the
geographical allocation of its resources. I have said before, and I want
to repeat now, that we have no quotas for any country, or any region.
We have always stood prepared, and still stand prepared today, to finance
any sound development project presented to us, which is properly planned
and engineered and which has priority within the investment program of the
member country concerned, provided only that servicing our loan is within
the creditworthiness capacity of the borrower and that the money cannot be
raised by it in the private market on reasonable terms. I think this is
the only sound policy for us to follow and we intend to continue to follow
it as long as our resources permit.

Finally, may I refer to what so many members of the Council and
particularly the distinguished delegate from Mexico have said about the
Bank's younger sister -- the IFC. All of us, I know, share the hope --
indeed, for my part, the confidence -- that this new institution will soon
be able to accelerate its operations while still maintaining the high
standards of investment which it has set for itself. To borrow from the
graceful analogy of the distinguished delegate of France, I know we all
want this still young girl to blossom forth quickly -- as young girls have
a habit of doing -- so that when next we meet, IFC may be, not one who was
invited too early to the dance, but a genuine belle of the ball.
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Mr. Chairman - This is, I believe, the 10th annual discussion by
the Council of the report of the Bank in which I have been privileged
to participate. As always, I have enjoyed and benefited by the debate;
and as always the debate will serve as a stimulus to both the Bank and
the IFC to exert ever greater efforts in the period which lies ahead.

Thank you.
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Richard H. Demuth

300300 discussion of IFC annual report

During the ECOSOC debate on the IBRD and 17C annual re-
ports in Mexico City last Friday, April 10, a number of delegations
made short statements about ITFC. The general tenor of the renarks
was one of confidence in the IF0 and support for its managements.
Many of the speakers did express some disappointaent that ITC had
not yet invested larger ums, but they added that they recognised
that it takes some time for a xew organisation to get into full
operation, and that the type of business in which ITC is engaged
cannot be developed quickly. Perhaps the most graceful statement
was made by the French delegate who said that he thought that one
of IFC's difficulties was that people had expected too much of it
too soon, "like a girl invited to the ball too young."

At the end of the debate in the afternoon, however, the
Mexican delegation, which had spoken in the morning about the Bank,
asked to speak again and made a rather strong attack on IFC. Attached
is a copy, in Spanish, of the Mexican speech. Since Mr. Black had to
speak iewdiately thereafter, there was no time to prepare an answer
to the Mexican delegate, and in any event it did not seem desirable
to attempt such an answer. What Mr. Black did say about the IFC in
his reply was as followes

"Finally, may I refer to what so many members of the
Council and particularly the distinguished delegate from
Mexico have said about the Bank'a younger sister - the IC.
All of us, 7 know, share the hope - indeed, for my part,
the confidence -- that this new institution will soon be able
to accelerate its operations while still maintaining the high
standards of investment which it has set for itself. To
borrow from the graceful analogy of the distinguished delegate
of France, I know we all want this still young girl to blossom
forth quickly - as young girls have a habit of doing - so
that when nwct we meet, IFC may be, not one who was invited too
early to the dance, but a genuine belle of the bll."

RHD mo
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Council:

To appear before the Economic and Social Council here in Mexico is a

special pleasure. When the Bank' s Board of Governors held its Annual Meeting

here seven years ago, we all felt that it was highly appropriate to be holding

our discussions in a country where the process of economic development was

fully under way. Now, even more than then, the visitor has a chance to see at

first hand an economy in the process of vigorous growth. I hear that along

the west coast of Mexico, more real wealth has been created in the past ten

years than in the previous three hundred. In this region, the desert has truly

been made to bloom: water has revived the land, and the fruit of the land has

revived the towns and cities.

The Bank, through its loans, has been able to participate in development

not only in the west, but in many other parts of Mexico as well. We have been

impressed by the serious attention which Mexican leaders for the past 25 years

have been giving to development, by the steadfast confidence of the country in

a succession of able national administrations, and above all, by the energies

and adaptability of the Mexican people themselves. Mr. Chairman, your Council

could not have chosen a more interesting and anpropriate place in which to

carry on its discussions.

* ** ** *
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When I last met with the Council, I told you that our rate of lending had

r - level inarkedly- higher than any that had gone before. I can tell you

today that we actually have exceeded the pace of which I spoke last year. In

the past 12 months, the Bank has made 34 loans -- about one every ten days --

and has lent the equivalent of more than 750 million United States dollars.

About 150 million of that lending was for projects in the Latin American

republics, nearly all of it to enlarge projects or programs which we have been

helping to finance in years past. Power programs accounted for the largest

part: in Mexico, we lent 4P34 million to help the Federal Electricity Commission

expand its services; in Brazil we made a loan for the largest hydroelectric

project yet undertaken in Latin America.

In Europe we lent about $90 million. A feature of this lending was that

most of it was carried out in conjunction with issues of the borrowers? bonds

in the New York market. In Africa, we lent 4110 million, including our first

loans -- both for transportation -- in Nigeria and the Sudan. Our rate of

operations continued to be highest in Asia. There we made our first loan in

the Federation of Malaya and lent over $400 million in all. The bulk of this

amount was committed for projects in India and Japan; and in conjunction with

one loan from the Bank, Japan sold its first public offering of bonds in New

York since before the war.

As Chairman of the International Finance Corporation, I want to tell you

that the Corporation's operations are also gathering momentum. You have before

you IFC's Second Annual Report and the Supplement which describes its activities

up to the beginning of last month. The Supplement shows that since the Annual

Report the Corporation has made four investments: in an industrial rubber plant
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in Australia; in a cement plant in Brazil; in flour milling in Guatemala; and in

an industrial steel forging plant in India.

IFC has now made 14 investment commitments totaling 413.3 million in seven

countries. We estimate that every dollar invested by IFC has been accompanied

by three dollars and a quarter of industrial and private capital, totaling about

,45 million. This illustrates the role of the Corporation in using its capital

to supplement and attract other and larger amounts of capital, both domestic

and foreign.

During the past year, members of IFC's management and staff have visited

38 countries, either to examine and discuss specific projects or to make con-

tact with private businessmen and explain IFCts policies and operations. The

Corporation considers this direct and personal contact an effective means of

telling its story and stimulating the flow of proposals to it.

The Corporation continues to receive a substantial number of eligible

investment proposals. It now has under consideration a considerably larger

number that appear promising than it did a year ago. It is reasonable to

believe that the Corporation will show a rising number of investments in each

successive year, as happened in the case of the Bank.

The Bank t s technical assistance activities, in the nature of things, attract

less attention than some of the other work of the Bank; but they continue un-

diminished in variety and importance. This week, for instance, a mission engaged

in drawing up recommendations for a development program in Libya completes its

field work and begins to return to washington. The Bank has just sent to the

Government of Thailand a report and recommendations on measures for economic

development. The report results from a collaboration of more than a year



between a Bank mission and Thai economists; and in many cases, the report

records recommendations that already have been put into effect. Similar survey

missions are now being organized to go to Tanganyika and Venezuela. The Bank

has continued to station representatives in the field whenever it appeared they

could make a special contribution to development; and as you will remember, Bank

representatives have been playing a special role in the study of development

planning in Ecuador and Peru.

The Bank has been helping to carry out work of unique importance in the

peaceful use of atomic energy. As you know, we and the Italian authorities

two years ago organized a coitprehensive study of the economic feasibility of

an atomic power plant in Southern Italy. The study came to a final phase a few

months ago when an international panel of experts, organized by the Bank, sub-

mitted to the authorities an analysis of the tenders received for the construction

of the plant. This analysis examined the various alternatives which todayts

technology offers for the development of electric power from atomic fuels. The

Bank intends in the near future to publish an extended summary of the panel's

report, for its interest to professionals in the atomic energy field.

The Bank continues to encourage the growth and establishment of industrial

development banks in many parts of the world. Right now we are assisting in

the proposed establishment or reorganization of banks of this type in such widely

scattered places as Bangkok, Lima, Teheran and Taipei. We helped launch a new

industrial finance corporation in Karachi last spring which includes stockholders

from Japan, the United Kingdom and the United States as well as Pakistan. And

we are continuing to provide assistance of various types to other development

banks which we have sponsored and helped to finance, in Ethiopia, India and

Turkey. Because of the growing importance of this field of activity -- which
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is still new and about which we still have much to learn -- we undertook

last May to gather together in Washington the executive officers of industrial

development banks in 11 different countries to discuss operating problems and

policies of ccmmon interest.

When we met last year, I mentioned that the Bank stood ready to give all the

help it could to the United Nations Special Fund, the new United Nations venture

which was then in the final phase of planning. I can now report that the Bank

has been actively collaborating with the management of the Fund, has detailed

members of its own staff to assist the Fund in its organizing period, and is

suggesting developmental surveys that the Fund may wish to consider for inclusion

in its program of work. The Bank will continue to assist in any way possible.

As you know, the Bank has been acting as mediator in a number of disputes

between member governments. The signing of a compensation agreement between

the United Arab Republic and the reorganized Suez Canal Company last July was

followed, in February, by a financial settlement between the Governments of the

United Kingdom and the U.A.R. I am glad that the Bank was able to be of service

in both these matters.

Of longer standing is the Bank's effort to bring the Governments of India

and Pakistan together over the use of the waters in the Indus River system.

Discussions between the Bank and the two governments are still continuing.

Members of the Council are aware that most of the money the Bank lends

is raised in the world's capital markets. Our rising rate of lending and our

growing rate of disbursements on loans have required us to expand our borrowings.

The past 12 months, in fact, have been one of the most active marketing periods in

our history. We have sold just over $630 million of bonds and notes -- three
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fifths of it outside the United States. One fifth of it was sold for currencies

other than United States dollars; and this amount included the sale in Germany

just a few days ago of the largest issue of World Bank bonds ever to be offered

to the public outside the United States.

The question of the Bank's capital, as you know, has been under study by

our Board of Governors. A few weeks ago, the Board voted unanimously to approve

a general doubling of the Bank's authorized capital, with certain further addition

as well. It remains for the individual member governments to take specific steps

to increase their subscriptions; and this action, I am glad to say, has been

nearly completed by a number of member countries, including the United States

and the United Kingdom. These steps do not, in most cases, call for additional

cash payments to the Bank, but they will greatly enlarge the backing for the

Bank's borrowings.

A number of other proposals have been made that hould provide additional

capital for development - among them, proposals for regional institutions here

in Latin America and in the hiddle East. All in all, the prospects are good that

the amount of public capital available for international assistance to develop-

ment will continue to increase.

* ** **

This circumstance should be a powerful incentive for the developing countries

to mobilize their own capital to the fullest possible extent. If there is a

strong base in domestic savings, capital from outside may provide the necessary

margin of success in the development effort; without it, no amount of inter-

national capital is likely to bring lasting success.

The Bank sees this in many aspects of the development process, but nowhere

more so than in the field of public utilities. The Bank itself has lent more
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than $3,000 million for power projects, road and rail programs and other public

services. This is better than three-quarters of all our development lending.

In Latin America, nearly nine-tenths of our investments have been in power and

transportation projects. And in all these cases, the Bank's loans provide only

part of the prodigious costs involved. Our borrowers have had to invest con-

siderably larger sums out of their own sources of capital.

A steadily e:panding supply of essential public utility services is a

requisite of economic growth in all underdeveloped countries today. Over the

next decade, many thousands of millions of dollars in capital for these services

must be found. There is simply no practical way to raise this money unless a

substantial part of it is generated by the utilities themselves through adequate

charges to the users of their services.

The Bank has been laboring this point for a very long time. We have held

that it is dangerous for a developing country to be sentimental or politically

expedient about things like railroads and power plants; that policies based on

these attitudes only create an intolerable drain on the savings which are the

lifeblood of every country's future prosperity. We have said that adequate

utility rates are especially important in a country where there is no organized

capital market. By "adequate" rates we have meant rates which enable utilities

not only to cover the real cost of their services but also to retain out of

earnings substantial sums each year to help finance the expansions which in-

evitably will be needed to sustain future growth. And we have made no distinction

in advocating adequate rates between privately-owned and publicly-owned utilities.

We have at times been accused of being unduly rigid, if not even dogmatic

in our insistence on these things. But in retrospect I am glad we have been

firm. To be equipped financially for the long pull ahead, free governments have
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no real alternative to allowing their utility managers to set adequate rates --

and then to adjus t them promptly and proportionately whenever the cost of providing

the services increases. There is simply no other way of attracting development

capital -- domestic and foreign, private and public -- to these expensive but

indispensable development enterprises.

I feel the Bank's insistence on sound utility finance is being vindicated

today by events in manjy member countries. All over Latin America and in many

other parts of the underdeveloped world, officials charged with the job of

finding capital for development are themselves struggling to get a recognition

of the simple principle that utilities should pay their way. President Frondizi

of Argentina, in explaining his courageous stabilization program recently put the

matter bluntly: "The deficits of the State enterprises can be traced to three

essential causes: bad organization, excess of administrative personnel, and

(utility) tariffs that are below the cost of operating the services.... No

effort will be spared to achieve a reduction in the costs of these services

and an improvement in their economic yield...."

Similarly, in Brazil, President Kubitschek recently said, "The impossibility

of seeking in the investing public, or in the re-investment of profits of the

utility itself, resources for the expansion of (utility services) transfers to

the public budget or to government banks the whole of the responsibility for

financing indispensable expansions, a burden which they will never be able to

bear without directly or indirectly resorting to vast issuances of money. The

resulting inflation, contaminating the whole economic body of the country, will

then be the price to be paid for discouraging the best way of financing public

services, i.e., through the users themselves."
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Similar statements are being made in Chile and here in Mexico.

In India, today, the government is adopting new regulatory policies for

its power utilities and the reason why is very instructive. One of the sources

of domestic revenue counted on to finance India's Second Five-Year Plan has been

yielding more by a good deal than had been expected. That source is the Indian

railroads. The Indian railroads over the duration of the plan will have con-

tributed, even after allowing for depreciation, the eqnivalent of half a billion

dollars out of operating surpluses. This is no windfall; it is the result of

good financial management. Because the Indian railroads do not represent a

charge on the government's ordinary budget, because they provide so significantly

for their own expansion and modernization from their own revenues, the government

will have more resources available for things like schools and public health ser-

vices. Quite naturally India's development authorities now want to get a similar

result from their power utilities.

India's experience shows dramatically how, by relieving the general tax-

payer from the burden of utility subsidies, more resources are available for

the more human development needs. At bottom every underdeveloped country faces

the same choice: Do you want subsidized power or do you want more schools?

Do you want a free ride on the railroad or a city sewer system? These choicee.

may be disguised in a rich country, though they exist there too, but in a poor

country they stand out starkly against the scarce supply of savings available

for development.

What in many minds has confused this harsh but inescapable choice, of

course, is the notion that somehow subsidized utilities -- particularly

artificially cheap power -- are necessary to attract industry and commerce.

Why this notion has gained so much currency I do not understand. It is true
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that large amounts of power are needed at low cost to make aluminum manufacturing

pay. But for almost all other industries now being contemplated in the under-

developed world it is how much is available, rather than how much is charged,

which attracts industry.

A study prepared a few years ago showed that over a representative range

of industries here in Mexico the cost of electric power averaged only 1.7% of

total costs of production. The percentages ranged from a high of 3.8% in the

paper industry to a low of 1% in textiles. In foundries and metal manufacturing

operations it was 2%; in food processing, 1.6%; in wood-working industries,

2.4% and so on. If you compare power costs to the total value of production,

the average percentage drops to 1.2%. This study did not cover all the in-

dustries in Mexico: in the cement industry power costs are a more important

share of the total. But still, these figures make it most difficult to argue

that it is marginal differences in the price of power which encourage or dis-

courage an industry from establishing in a given location.

On the other hand, the price of power can make all the difference in the

world when it comes to providing an adequate power supply. A case in point is

the huge Kariba Gorge project in Central Africa. This project is being built

in two stages. The first involves damming the Zambesi River and installing half

a million kilowatts of capacity; it will cost about 225 million. The second

will bring capacity up to 1.2 million kilowatts at a further cost of about

:100 million.

11hen the project was first presented to us, the Rhodesian authorities said

they intended to sell the power cheap. The rates they suggested, in fact, would

have resulted in an actual loss. This faced the Bank with a big problem. Far

from approving rates which would return a loss in the first stage, we wanted
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rates which would return a substantial part of the money needed for the second

stage, since we felt that without both stages the project could not justify the

enormous investment involved.

After careful studies, the Bank recommended rate increases to yield about

35% more revenue from the first stage. Because this looked like a large increase

the Bank undertook at its own expense a detailed survey of the power markets in

the area to see how nower users, present and potential, would be affected by

such an increase. In no case, even among those industries which were very large

oower users or promised to be so in the future, was the increased cost more than

a very smal;l fraction of total costs. And everywhere we found willingness, if

not eagerness, to pay a little more if that would mean a reliable and adequate

power supply.

Today the first stage at Kariba is nearing completion. Instead of promising

to be a monumental drain on the resources of the Rhodesian Federation, it

promises to pay its way and to provide practically all the money needed to build

the second stage. And the price of this promise can literally be figured as a

fraction of a penny per kilowatt hour on the electricity bills of Kariba's many

and diverse customers.

The case for making other utilities, like railroads, contribute capital

from their own earnings for their own expansion is, I grant you, not so simply

put. But, as the Indian railways show, there are great benefits to be had if

these services can be financed outside the regular budget. As far as railroads

are concerned, it can be said at the very least that direct subsidies for

operating expenses from government revenues almost always represent an expensive

luxury for a developing country. Any unnecessary or excessive eypenditures

on the provision of essential railway service, even if they can be financed
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without inflation, can only mean less resources available for real development

needs and for job-producing investment.

The strain on a developing country of the doctrine of artificially cheap

power rates is bad enough. !,hen the costs of other utilities are kept artificially

high through what President Frondizi has called "bad organization' or "an excess

of administrative personnel," the strain may well become intolerable. Make no

mistake about it; the strain falls not upon any small group of people who might

be able to bear it; it falls upon those least able to bear it -- those whose

standards of living are most susceptible to inflation, those who pay the general

excise taxes which most governments in devaloping countries rely on for the bulk

of their domestic revenues. When these strains are justified as a means of

accommodating commerce and industry, it simply amounts to soaking the poor to

subsidize the rich.

If I have stated the case for sound utility finance in emphatic terms, it

is only because I feel it hard to exaggerate how important this issue is to

continued economic growth. I do not mean to minimize the great difficulties

member governments face in trying to move from where they are now to such a

position. vIe are not, after all, starting from scratch; everywhere there are

more or less heavy legacies from the past to overcome which make it impossible

to correct bad financial practices overnight. The problem is to get from where

we are today to a position better suited financially for the long pull ahead.

Still the enormous sums, from domestic savings and from foreign investors,

which are needed to keep utility services abreast the rapidly rising demand,

make it imperative to discard old-fashioned, emotional attitudes towards utility

finance and substitute common sense economy. This, in turn, means adequate

rates; it means the prompt adjustment of rates at times of rising costs; it
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means realistic valuation of assets and normal depreciation allowances. If

these sound like strange slogans with which to rally people in search of a

better material life, they nonetheless go to the heart of the matter. I

congratulate those leaders in member countries who are speaking out so courageousl3

for the right to make utilities pay their own way. They are pointing out one

unavoidable requirement for escaping the mass poverty which is our common enemy.

* * * * * *

By singling out utility rates and their special relation to economic growth,

I do not mean to leave the impression that all economic development can be re-

duced to this. Utilities are just as often the victims of inflation as they

are the cause of it. And the gathering momentum of development in many member

countries makes urgent a whole range of measures for financial stability if the

resources which are available -- domestic and foreign -- are to lead to the

higher living standards we all are working for.

In the Bank we stress these special matters because we want to see this

race run to the finish. With so many countries now in full stride, it is

tremendously important that we don't put unnecessary hurdles in our way, that

the track be kept clear so economic growth can continue to gather speed. We

in the Bank do not feel we are on the sidelines in this race; we feel we are

running with each one of you. We are not disinterested observers, but partisans

who want to win just as much as you do.
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NEW YORK

CABLE ADDRES8 UNATIONS NEWYORK - ADRESSE ICLESRApHIUE,

FILENC.: EC 121 (3)

27 March 1959

Dear Mr. Demuth,

In pursuance of resolution 662 (A) of the Economic and Social

Council, the Statistical Office is now preparing a second annual

survey of international economic assistance to the less developed

countries. This survey will follow closely the line of its prede-

cessor, a copy of which is enclosed for reference purposes.

I should be grateful if you could again assist us in this work

by furnishing some additional information on the Bank's activity.,

not currently available in the published reports. The material re-

quired is indicated in Tables I and II of the attachment to this

letter.

I would also be of help to us if you could at the same time re-

view the accuracy of the statistics already recorded in the attached

tables and in Tables 10 and 11 of the first annual survey. Any com-

ments you may care to make on the presentation there will be most

welcome.

Yours sincerely.

William R. Leonard
Director

Statistical Office

Mr. Richard H. Demuth, Director
Technical ,Assistaide and Liaison Staff
Internatibn'al Bank for Reconstruction and Development
1818 H. Street N.W.
Washington 25, D.C.
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TABLE I: WORLD RANK IDANS TO THE LESS DEVEIOPED COUNTIES 1 JULY 1957 - 30 JUNE 1958

Loan arranged Effective Principal
Country and region Commitments Original Disbursements Repayments Total

of Bank Principal of A"n- De to Bank Repayments

AFRICA (Millic as of Dollars)

Algeria --- --- --- 0.3
Belgian Congo 33.5 40.0 9.4 9.4 2.0
British East Africa --- .- --- --- o.5Ethiopia --- --- 0.2 1.2 0.4 0.4
French West Africa --- --- ---- 0.6 0.6
Nigeria 27.6 28.0 -
Rhodesia/Nyasaland 19.0 19.0 18.8 19.8 --- 2.0
Ruanda-Urundi --- --- ---- ---

Total for Africa 80.1 87.0 28.4 30.4 1.0 5.8
"IRICA, NORTH

Costa Rica --- --- 1.8 1.8
1 Salvador 2.6 2.6 0.1 0.4-

Guatemala --- --- 6.0 6.0
Haiti --- --- --- 0.1
Honduras 5.2 5.5 0.5 0.5 --- 0.5Mexico 42.7 45.0 11.6 12.7 0.1 2.7Nicaragua --- --- 5.5 5.9 1.2 1.4
Panam --- --- 1.8 1.8 0.2 0.2

Total for North America 47.9 50.5 29.8 31.4 1.6
AMERICA, SOUTH

Brazil 13.4 13.4 2.1 2.1 4.9 6.6
Chile 21.6 21.8 7.4 8.0 0.7 1.0
Colombia --- --- 10.7 10.7 5.1 6.1
Ecuador 19.8 20.1 2.9 3.1 0-1 0-la
.raguay --- 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.2

eru 14.6 15.0 6.4 7.4 0.4 1.6Truguay --- --- 6.1 6.1 1.5 1.8

Total for South America 69.4 70.3 36.0 37.8 12.9 17.4

ASIA

Burma --- --- 3.9 3.9 --- -..
Ceylon --- --- 4.3 4.3 --- ..
India 148.8 165.5 150-3 153.9 0.9 3.4
Iran --- --- 49.0 49.0 --- -
Lebanon --- 1.4 1.4
Pakistan 48.2 49.2 6.8 6.8 2.4 3.9
Philippines 20.0 21.0 2.4 3.4 ---
Thailand 66.0 66.0 6.7 6.7 1.5 1.5
Total for Asia 283.0 301.7 224.8 229.4 4.8 8,8
All under-developed

countries 480.4 509.5 319.0 329.0 20.3 37.2

NOTES: "Commitments of Bank" have been obtained by deducting fiom the "Original Principal" the value of
loans sold or agreed to be sold. together with any cancellations or refundings.

"Effective Disbursements of Bank" have been calculated from the statistics of the "disbursed
portion" of "effective loans held by Bank" recorded in Appendix F of the 12th Annual Report and
Appendix E of the 13th Report. Repayments of Principal made to the Bank during the year have been
added to the differences between the figures of the two reports.



TABLE II: CONTRIBUTIONS OF MEMBER GOVERNMENTS TO AVAILABLE FUNDS OF
WORU) BANK, 1 JULY 195 - 30 JUNE 1958

Country or region Increases in 2 per cent Releases of 18 per cent
portion of subscription portion of subscriptions

(Millions of dollars)
[FRCA

Moroccol! 0.7

Sudan' 0.2

Tunisia!/ 0.2__________4_y-

America, North --- ---

America, South

ASIA

China (Taiwan) 0.1

Malaya (Fed. of) 0-5

Saudi Arabia 0.2

EUROPE - -

Irelandi 0 .6 -

All countries 449 , ,1f.l

_/ New member.

f4daCA

-M

3
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TABE 11 CONTRIBTON oF EGov7?mENs To AvAIiL
M OF WORLD 1A% 1 JUZX 157 - 10 JUN 158

Qmmt17 gr regin Increasev in 2 per *ent Releases of 1 per oet
portion of subscription Portion of subscription

(In M11liona of U.3. dolla) (In RIWA11n 2f U.S. dollara)

Mr.... 0.7 .
Sudan0.2 1.8
1 *2 .0.2 -
Ghan0.3 - /

Amwrica. gorth

,onduras 0.2
jixico 0.8
Peru 2.9 3.9

Aam
Australi* 33.2
Burza 1.2
Oelon 2.7

hmina (Taiwan) 0.1
India 21.6
Tran 6.0
Traq 1.1
Japan 3.0

.Lebmm ./0.8
&laya (Fed. of) 0.5

Pakistan 1.8
Saudi Arabia 0.2
Philippines 2.7
Thailand 22.3

Austria 0.8
Denmark 8.5
Finland 0.4
France 16.2
Iceland 0.2
Ireland 0.6 1.0
Netherlanda 0.2
Norway 6.6
Sweden 8.1
U.K. pound,; 23.8
Yugolavia

All *ountries 2.8 348.6

1/ Iew -i.mber

Treasurer's Department
Aril 7, 1959
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UNITED NATIONS k NATIONS UNIES

NEW YORK

CABLE ADDRESE UNATIONS NEWYORK - ADRESSE TELEGRAPHIQUE

. SO 121/2(3) 5 March 1959

Dear Mr. Young,

Thank you very much for your letter of 3 March enclosing a
draft copy of the Bank Mission Report on Thailand.

As desired by you, we shall not make any public use of the
report, or any part of it, until its final revision is completed
and it becomes available for general distribution. Meanwhile, I
am most grateful to you for providing us with the preliminary version,
which we shall undoubtedly find very useful in connexion with our
studies of development planning.

We are pleased to have the Bank's approval to use the final
version of the report as part of the documentation for the Fifth
Session of the ECAFE Working Party on Economic Developmmt and
Planning. I hope very much that the final form will became available
in good time for the Working Party, which is due to meet in September
1959.

Yo is sincere,

( Gustavo Duran
Spec Adviser in charge of the

Survey, Research and Development Branch
Bureau of Social Affairs

Mr. George R.Young
Aiistant Director of Information
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington 25, D. C.
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,arch 3, 1959

Dear 14r. Durant

nlosed is a draft of the Bank isesion Report on ihailand,as requeated in your recent letters. We did not send you this
before bo*ius the draft is still undergoing extensive revision
here and we also await the coments of the Thai Government
which are said to be in the mail to us,

A3 a result, the final verwion of the Report will differradically from the anclosed. While you a be ala to get
some useful ileas from this draft, no public use should be
made of it in case the passages concerned disappear from the
final version or are conuideraW. crianged.

The Bank would be willing for the final version of the
Report to be part of the docmwentation for the forthcoming
Fifth Seasion of the Working Party on .'conoric Development and
Plamning. de do not expect, iowever, to have a final version
even in mirwograph form for at least a ionth and possibly two
months. We should not be willing for the enclosed draft to be
used for the purpose.

Sincerely yours,

George R. Young
Assistant Director of Information

Bnclosure

Mr. Gustavo Duran
Special Adviser in charge :f the \TT

Survey, Research and t )evelopmont 9kanch
Iureau of Social Affairs

lted lations
'ew York
New York

GRY:ap



UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES

NEW YORK

CABLE ADDRERS LINATIONS NEWYORK ADREBSE TELEGRAPHIQUE

LE NO SG 12/3(1) AFE 26 Februaxy 1959
SO 121/2(3)

Dear Ir. Graves,

I wrote to y .u on 10 Februar asking you if it would be possible
lor the World Bank to send us a copy of the report of the Bank'ts aission
to Thailand. I am now writin- a-ain to remi_.nd you of this request as the
report is urentlyi needed in connexion with our studies. of balanced
cconomic and social developmiet.

While I realize that the report may not yet be available for general
ditribution, I had hoped that it would be possible for yu -o send us an
advance copy or a draft. As you probably n'ow, the Bank kission to
Thailand had worked closely with our DivlsIon of Social Affairs in ECAFE,
.nd a particul r contribu tin was made to the report especially from the
standpoi of bal an ced develo ment. Perhaps you could send us at least
that part of the r(np.ort. It may have been included in t h e finial version
or may be available as a separate study.

As I told You in my letter of 10 February, a proposal has been made
to include the report of the International Bani ssion to Thailand as
part of the Clocumentation hr he forthcominz Fifth Oe sion of the 3CSFE

anrkong Party on Economic Development and Plarni. PJlease let me know
if the Bank would have any objection to this.

you s s:iere ly,

Spci i diser in charge of t'he
rv, esarch and Development Branch

Bureau of Social Affairs

Mr. narold T. Graves, Jr.
oi Cf bf Publ ic .Irffa~ationueu fScalAfr

International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development

1 18 l Street, N.W.
Jashinmton 25, D.C.
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UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES

NEW YORK 4" ?

CABLE ADDRESS UNATIONS N EWYO RK - ADRESSE TELEGRAUHIQUE

FILE NC.: 20 February 1959

Dear Mr. Black,

I refer to resolution 1323 (XIII) adopted by the General
Assembly at its last session. Under the terms of that resolution,
the Secretary-General is requested to prepare "an analytical summary
of various means to accelerate economic growth in the less developed
countries through international action", for presentation to the
Economic and Social Council at its twenty-eighth session in the
summer of 1959. The resolution indicates that this summary should
be based on "the records of the work of United Nations economic
bodies during recent years and other appropriate materials...".

The Secretary-General propos es to deal in the summary with
important general issues and proposals, which have been discussed
in United Nations organs, relating to the promotion through inter-
national action of the economic growth of under-developed countries.
He would like, however, also to include important issues and proposals
discussed not in United Nations organs but in organs of the IBRD and
other specialized agencies. Any suggestions you feel able to make in
this connection would be welcomed; the Secretary-General would, further,
be grateful if such suggestions, together, if possible, with actual
drafts, could reach him by the end of March. A copy of an internal
Secretariat note, which describes in greater detail the basis for
selection of material for inclusion in the summary is enclosed.

Yours sincerely,

Ia)tin Hill

Mr. Eugene R. Black
President
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington 25, D.C.
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1. Title Ami Mtr of the retet

"Various moans of acclesratirg 
ocowonic sroith in iese developed

eountries throgh intOrnational action', a eport to be suheitted by the
"ee th r'Oral to the twent.ighth seson of te ZoonorIc and Soctal

CG0nil and t be bad on the records of the rok of United Natioms emcomnic
buodes duirin#- reoct year and cther apopria. w, including infor-

nation to be rNceived from %veraen~t5 in respense to General Assbly
reolU'ionl 1316 (I)

2. 2xin

This re ort viiI be prepared in resonse to lenergl Assembly resolution
1323 (XIII). The disCussin of this r souto tcok place at the 571st and
572nd meting, of the econd Co-ittee of the tirteenth sesn of the
Genema2 Assetmbly.

. Materj1,4 jo be Inouded

(a) lisportant ganeral Lasues and p ;pooals which have been disCu,1ed
in the prinia1 organs of the United Nations relatin, to romotion of
eoonomic growth of underleveloned countries through international action
should be includad in tho report. 'This woud cicover proposals still pending,

e., the question of a capital d.evalo-ment fund, not acted upon, or rejected
as well as the roposals which had butin adopted but are of continuing type
or of the nature that could require further internationaI action.

Ib) Proposals siMilar to those above, but made by subsidiary United
Nations eonoic bodiw such as functional and regional cormissions and their



eomittees shou1d alo be included in the report if they could be exte*ded

beyond a specific field of action or a region. For wrmple, some dosisions

adopted in the past by the regional oommissions relAtinp to trade prrmwtion

may be of suffieiently mwjor nature and also of nore than regional oahmeter

to be consjidzejed at the Council. and A enb1y level m shoul! theref re be

included.

(o) Prnposals and i-i' andtionfi of groups of' xperte, acting in

their individral capacity, should be Qx aiin:d aM iJ ided, if relevant.

(6) r ia lar artac ,As in (a), (b) a d (n) should be applied to

the work of the international organination, in the efonrmte field, namely,

IIL, FO, KOIMFand T.

(.) "'Other ap;ropriate ateritl& refer-ed to in Twmgiraph 1 should

be cl.1arly rvlAted to the United Natione bodies, e.r., the agremeont con-

aerning econom a development of CentrA Asmerican countries in related to

the 121A aCLIvitiS and -,ay contAin clauses which should be included in the

report.

4. *aterialF not to be included

A selective appromh should be used to the matorialo described under

paragraph 3. it is not inrmtled to inc- udo in the reort every sinle meano

of aoeolerAting economic grwth in undwr-dlv loped countrios, but to limit

the repxrt to w. jor ani suff'Ciently rd ategoris sin the rei Ort is

to serve as a basis f-r disassion in the aconoadr - ci A %n amn

the General Assemby ot 1 t further act on shoull be ta m.

5. eriod to be covered

Mainly the last two years, but this prid should be treated in a flexible

,.y and be eXtendel if It is felt ti t thV-t -r I prt -t prmfp al1

which should be described in the rerOrt even though they were made several

years ago.



4- O rdtiqn of &hg Materwa

(a) Th6 9atrifal DhDVId be grouped under major categor.is such

as internAtiona piblic fNude for devopM nt, inter- tional tade.,

intonmdtiom1 flaw of Priwtte capital, agrioulture, larO refor , idus.

trialisation, natuyl resources, ate.

(b) .aoh specifie itwi should be described briefly in a awwwry foss%

it ust have full and cmplete referenes to its origin and, if desired,

be aceempanid by pertinent information, e.., peeIf studies relevent

to a rwticlar proposal already made or to ation being tahen by the

sretriat of an international organization.
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UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES

NEW YORK

CABLE ADDRESS UNATIONS NEWYORK - ADRsOE TELEORAPHIQUE

FILE NO.: SO 121/2(3) 10 February 1959

Dear Mr. Graves,

You may recall that early last summer I wrote to you regarding
the report of the International Bank Survey Mission to Thailand,
which by now must be ready and available for general distribution.
As I told you then, the report of this Mission is of great interest
to us from the point of view of our studies of balanced economic
and social development.

A proposal has now been made to use this report as part of
the documentation for the forthcoming meeting of the ECAFE Working
Party on Economic Development and Planning. I shall appreciate it,
therefore, if you would kindly have a copy of the report sent to
me as early as possible. I need hardly add that, if the final
version of the report is not yet ready, 1 should like to see it in
whatever form it may be available.

Yours sincerely,

1Gusavo Duran
Special Advsier in charge of the

Survey, Research and Development Branch
Bureau of Social Affairs

r. Harold N. Graves, Jr.
r-ec or of Ib c nnation

International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development

1818 H Street NW
Wlashington 25, D.C.
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four ref.: .G 331/3 (2)
Jeiitr 2CL 1959

-r. 4. TZ. Laonar,

D:> rtment of 3conomtc end
ocia Affairs

Unitd NIca
New York 1?, New Yorv.

Dear Yr. Leonard*

I in writing in respone to your icttir of January Th,
conceminng the iortheoning ie't nr of the Advisory ctte

I indieated to y n thl -hone , I hwv, rndl
aringejr nts frr hr. Yneth A. Whr of the }3pn)r' kconumic

3taff, to trticipite in the deliberat.ionr of t41is Cor1ntte.
I aiapreciate -onr aending to r- th, -Inom ntption p nsred
for tie Comftte, since thi t b hvIvbrk nnd

Wit kicnd reg:rds,

Ti hard anth
1)t~r6tor

Tehnioca Assise4,e end !ia4stn Staff

RHD:tf

c: Mr. Bohr

Cleared with Mr. Rist



Youw ref. EC 34I2(2)
January 14, 1959

F',. 71oxtinl rilJ.
Deputy Under-6s.ratary for

iconoioic axi Social Affairs
United Nations
New York 17, Now York

DWar Kr. ll

I ai writing in respnse to your letter of DeMoiber 31
to )r. 1a"k, enoloaing a copy of resolution 649 3 (UII) of
t1. Iconotic and Scial Goncil, relatini to land reform.

As you know, the Intn*mationa1 Bank do-s not operate
directly in th field of lna reform. 'ibl some of our
uparatios -uloubULedly have som effect on land reform prob-
line, none of them can properly be classified as coming
witixL thi t y tivities l ited in paragraph 2 of the
resolution. Accordingly, I do not think there *ed be any
rmwtion oi Uhz Intrnwational Eank in th report to b3 zre-
pared by tha Secretary-General.

Ri 'Demuath
Director

Techricuj Asaistiaxe ant Uuiaion Staff

RHD: tf



UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES

NEW YORK

CABLE ADDREGS - UNATIONS NEWYORK - ADRESSE TELEGRAPHIQUE

FILE No.; C 331/3 (2)

14 January 1959

Dear 1,1r. Dexmuth,

with reference to our conversation concerning the participa-
tion of the hank in the meetings of the Advisory Committee on
Industrialization, I wish to give you a few further indications
concerning the Committee.

In resolution 674 A (M), attached, the conomic and 3ocial
Council recommended that the Secretary-General appoint, in
consultation with governments, an advisory coi:rttee of experts,
consisting of not more than ten persons, for the purpose of
reviewing the progrxwme of work in the field of industrialization
and making recommendations to the Secretary-General on the
further development of this programme and its implementation.

<ork under this progremme, which was a-pproved by the Lconomic
and 3ocial Council in resolutions 597 A (XI) and 618 (XXII), began
in 1956. A certain number of studies concerning various aspects
of the problem of industrialization in under-development countries
have been carried out under the programme. Other studies are
currently under way and relate to techniques of industrial planning,
including problems of implementation, size of industrial plant in
under-developed countries in relation to markets, financing of
small-scale industry, and other problems concerning industrializa-
tion, including social and demographic aspects. Substantive
servicing of the United INations technical assistance activities in
the field of industry is also carried out by the :ecretariat under
the same programme.

The Comittee will meet at United Nations Headouarters in
New York on 4 February 1959 for a poeriod of one week to ten days.

Mr. 'ichard H. Demuth
Director, Technical Assistance

and Liaison Staff
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
ashington 25, D.C.
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The provisional agenda of the meeting includes the following
items:

1. Heview of the current and planned work under the existing
progra. me.

2. Further development of the rogramne, including work in
connexion with irriustrial projects under the United Nations
Expanded Technical Assistance Progr mme and the fpecial Fund.

3. Implementation of the programme.

I am enclosing the provisional list of participants to the
meeting, a title list of documents relating to the subject, and a
memorandum prepared by the Secretariat for the members of the
Coi:udttee.

Je shall be happy if the Bank could find it possible to make
arrangements for a member of its staff to attend the meetings of
the Committee in association with us, as it appears to us that the
matters under discussion might be of interest to the Bank.

Yours sincerely,

WI.R. Leonard
Officer in Charge

Department of :conomic and Social Affairs


